ZEK.
The Soviet Slave-Labor Empire and Its
Successors, 1917-2000.
The word “zek” derives from “z/k,” the official abbreviation of
zaklyuchennyy, one of numerous Russian words for a male prisoner. (The
feminine form is “zechka.”)
The Soviet slave-labor system was the first of its kind in history, and it
derived from the confluence of three different concepts. The first, slave
labor was ancient and certainly not confined to Russia; it had been a
labor,
commonplace through the ages and around the globe. The second was the
concentration camp. It too was nothing new, having been employed in the
U.S. Civil War, the Boer War and WWI to hold POWs. The third and final
tributary that formed this system was the Marxist-Leninist concept of class
warfare, whereby people were regularly condemned to camps and prisons or
“special settlements”
ttl
t ” on the
th basis off who
h they
th were – “socially-dangerous
d
elements,” “counterrevolutionaries,” “enemies of the people,” the bourgeoisie, kulaks, the intelligentsia, priests (the list
goes on) – as opposed to what they had done. Hundreds of thousands were arrested by quota; cases
against them were manufactured out of thin air. The USSR was the first to combine these three
things and use them against its own people as well as others, thereby profoundly affecting the
demography, history and politics of Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Siberia.
In terms of its sheer size, geographic sweep, duration and numbers killed, the Soviet slave labor
empire had no equal; it far surpassed the Nazi death camps and ostarbeiter system, wasted much of
the USSR’s intellectual capital and brutalized her society. Approximately 30,000,000 people were
sent to prisons, special settlements and forced-labor camps from 1918 to 1960, with the result that
one in every four (some sources state it is one in every five) Russians today has either been
incarcerated, is now serving time, or is closely related to someone who has “sat” or is “sitting.” Of
those 30 million, approximately 18,000,000 died.
This exhibit traces the predecessors, birth, evolution and death of the GULAG and its allied camp
and prison systems, and what came after. It consists of nine sections:
1. “Inheritance” – The tsarist and Provisional Government legacy, 1699-1917.
2 “Infancy”
2.
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” – The
Th first
fi t stirrings
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off the
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th political
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3. “Adolescence” – The USLON and other OGPU camps, 1923-1929.
4. The GULAG’s Structure, Communications and Codes.
5. Life and death in the prisons and camps.
6 “Maturity”
6.
Maturity – The GULAG
GU
empiree & other
ther main directorates employing slave labor
labor, 1930
1930-1940.
1940
7. “Middle Age” – WWII and the rise of the “Camp-and-Industrial Complex,” 1941-1953.
8. “The Final Years” – From the death of Stalin to the collapse of the slave labor empire, 1953-1960.
9. Aftermath – Prisons in the post-1960 USSR, Russian Federation and the former Soviet republics.
The rise of the “tuberculosis and AIDS factories.”

I. Inheritance (pre-October 1917):
The Slave Labor Concept.

Forced-labor construction work on the Peterand-Paul Fortress at St. Petersburg, ca. 1705.
(Illustration from Gernet, Istoriya tsarskoy tyur’my, vol. 1,
p. 176 opposite.)

Hard labor as a form of punishment did not
arise in Russia until the reign of Peter the Great
(1689-1725). Andrey Vinius is credited with
the idea of using slave labor to man the galleys
in Peter’s fleet at Azov. In 1688 he had written
a memorandum to the Posol
Posol’skiy
skiy Prikaz
(Ambassadorial Department), citing the
example of other European states and
proposing that “all kinds of thieves and foreign
prisoners can be sent to hard labor, to row
while chained, so that they don’t run away and
cause anyy harm. And because there are so
many of these thieves and prisoners in the jails
who must be given bread, they could [instead]
earn that bread at hard labor.”

Peter eventually adopted Vinius
Vinius’ suggestion,
suggestion but didn
didn’tt stop there.
there Large numbers of peasants were
dragooned into his projects, from factories in the Urals and beyond to the construction of St.
Petersburg, rising out of a swamp. Many thousands died of injury, disease or exposure; their deaths
were considered inconsequential against the perceived needs of the state. One who admired Peter
and emulated his approach was Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili, a.k.a. Joseph Stalin.

Ordinary mail from
Odoyev, Tula Province to
Roman
Faddyeyevich
Gurov, a convict at the
Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor
Prison,
Building
4,
Section 3, Cell No. 19.
Posted on 10 Sept. 1912,
it contained a letter and
two postage stamps.
Oval
censor
mark
“E
“Examined
i d
/
*
Shlissel’burg * / HardLab. Prison,” blue-pencil
“pr”
at
left
(ex[amined]).

I. Inheritance (pre-October 1917):
Tsarist Hard-Labor Prisons as “Revolutionary Universities.”

The great majority of high-ranking officials in Lenin’s government – be they Bolsheviks,
Mensheviks or Left Socialist-Revolutionaries – had served time in prison, exile, or both,
including Lenin himself. Many previously-apolitical prisoners were propagandized and
recruited into the radicals’ ranks while serving time. Their experiences gave them ideas
about how to incorporate the strengths of the tsarist penal system and eliminate its
weaknesses – the ones they themselves had exploited.

Posted on 30 August
1911 from Moscow’s
17th City Post Branch
Office to a Bolshevik
held in Shlissel’burg
Hard-Labor
Prison,
Nikolay
Lazarevich
Kontorovich. He had
been convicted for his
role in the naval
mutiny at Sevastopol’
in 1905. “Examined /
Shlissel’burg / HardLabor Prison” censor
mark.

St. Petersburg to the big
Central Hard Labor
Prison in the village of
Aleksandrovskoye
Aleksandrovskoye,
Ir
Irkutsk Province, Siberia.
The card, addressed to
S.A.
Tret’yakov
(a
political prisoner) in
Building 2, Cell No. 14,
arrived on 28 Dec. 1912.
Warden’s signature and
oval
censor
mark.
(Stamp removed by
prison authorities in case
of any hidden message.)

I. Inheritance (pre-October 1917):
Tsarist Corrective-Labor Sections.

Unlike hard-labor prisons, which were designed to punish, corrective-labor sections were
intended (in theory, at least) to rehabilitate prisoners through work. In practice, they were
in some ways worse than hard-labor prisons. Discipline was harsh, and although sentences
were usually shorter in the sections, the people in them were forced to work. (Politicals in
hard-labor prisons
i
did have
didn’t
h
t workk if they
to
th didn’t
did wantt to.)
t ) These
Th
sections
ti
also
l servedd
as revolutionary incubators and as one of the “inspirations” for the corrective-labor camps
in the Soviet period.

A picture
i
postcardd addressed
dd
d to Georgiy Ivanovich Troyepol’sky,
l’ k an inmate
i
i the
in
h
Ryazan’ Corrective-Labor Section (RIAO). It was posted on RR Mail Car No. 159 of
the Khar’kov-to-Balashov line. (Correspondence posted on mail cars and at train
stations to prisoners is often an indicator that the senders were revolutionaries, seeking
to prevent the police from learning of their whereabouts.)
The two-line violet censor mark reads, “Checked by the Deputy [Warden] / of the
RIAO”
R.I.A.O.

I. Inheritance (pre-October 1917).
Tsarist-Period Exile.

Exiled students at
Yakutsk, 1902.

During the Imperial period, the government used exile as a means to distance criminals,
political prisoners and the politically suspect from Russia’s center, and to populate the vast
and often inhospitable expanses of the north, Siberia and the island of Sakhalin. The practice
began in earnest under Peter the Great in 1699 and continued up to 1905 for politicals; for
criminals, up to 1917. The Soviets retained exile, and added banishment for good measure.

This picture postcard was sent by a political prisoner in the Riga Corrective-Labor Section
to a close relative – Ye. Gumba – who had been exiled to the tiny Siberian village of
Gal’tyavinskaya, in the general area of Boguchanskoye, Yenisey Province, Siberia. So far
from anywhere was Gumba exiled that the card, mailed from Riga on 24 May 1910, did not
reach Boguchanskoye until 13 June. (Two-line violet “Examined / Riga Corr. Lab. Sect.”
censor mark.)

I. Inheritance (pre-October 1917):
The Provisional Government Period –
Chaos in the Penal System.

The Soviets inherited from Kerensky’s Provisional Government the mess created by the
disruptions of WWI (many of Russia’s prisons were in German hands); uncertain lines of
communication and authority; confusion over what system of laws should be followed;
rundown, destroyed or stripped prisons; burned archives from the riots of March 1917, and
scattered prison personnel, many of whom had simply run away, not wanting to be caught
by their former wards. On top of that, prisoners – both politicals and criminals – had been
released en masse by the Kerensky government or by mobs up to April 1917. Because the
police were in complete disarray, the many thousands of criminals terrorized, killed and
robbed the populace with impunity.

A letter posted from Kislitsa in Bessarabia on 8 March 1917 to Andrey Nikolenko, a
prisoner in the Poltava Corrective-Labor Section. It arrived at Poltava on the 20th, a
considerable delay undoubtedly caused by the chaotic situation soon after the February
Revolution. The manuscript “osvob.” (red arrow) shows that Nikolenko had been
released.

I. Inheritance (pre-October 1917):
POW Concentration Camps.

Russian troops
guarding POWs.
On reverse: Unit
free-frank seal of
“Field Telephone
Station Letter B.”

During the days after the February 1917 Revolution and into the Russian Civil War, the leftist
parties found themselves in control of numerous POWs – primarily Austrians, but also Germans,
Hungarians, Bulgarians, Romanians, and so forth. They gained some experience in running
concentration camps as well as recruiting in them.

A POW card from a
concentration camp in
Syzran’,
Simbirsk
Province to Vienna,
Vienna
written on 30 July
1917
during
the
Kerensky
period.
Syzran’ and Vienna
military censor marks.

II. Infancy (1917-1922).

The VChK-GPU badge,
issued to commemorate
the organization’s fifth
anniversary (from 1917
to 1922. (Picture from
VChK-OGPU,
by
Oleg
Mozokhin, Moscow, 2004.)

The Bolshevik assimilation of Russia’s penal system was far from
clean, smooth or efficient. This was a period of revolution, bloody
civil war (May 1918 to 1922) and chaos, characterized by oftenunrestrained police activity, massive disruptions in transportation,
communications and production (both industrial and food), sweeping
changes in prison staffing and regulations (many of which were
ignored in the provinces), and inter-departmental battles over who
would control the entire prison system – the political police (Cheka),
the NKVD (Peoples’ Commissariat for Internal Affairs) or the NKYu
(P l ’ Commissariat off Justice).
(People’s
Three separate incarceration systems existed for much of this period:
Cheka-run prisons and camps for “politicals,” POW concentration
camps left over from WWI (under the Central Collegium for Prisoner
and Refugee Affairs) and what was left of the old tsarist Main Prison
Administration, which for most of this period was now called the Main
Administration for Incarceration Facilities,
Facilities subordinate to the NKYu.
NKYu
Two criminal-law policies eventually won out in the NKYu during this
period: 1) Places of confinement had to pay their own way by
renting out prison labor, and 2) their goal should be the complete
reform of all prisoners. Both policies were based on ideology rather
than actual conditions in the country, and the latter policy did not apply
to the pprisons and concentration camps
p run byy the Cheka.

On reverse: A
red-pencil
“Pr”
(the abbreviation
for prosmotreno –
examined).

A locally-mailed postcard (1 December 1918) from Petrograd’s XI City Post Branch Office to V.A.
Lipovsky, held in Cell No. 19 at the 3rd House of Corrections. Houses of correction, first established
in 1918, were run by the NKYu. In theory, they were reserved for criminals.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
A Change of Masters.

Fontanka, 16 in pre-revolutionary Petrograd.
(Picture from Ruud & Stepanov,
Stepanov Fontanka,
Fontanka 16,
16 Moscow,
Moscow
1993.)

A notice of receipt for a registered letter
sent on 1 August 1918 to the Petrograd
District People’s Court at Fontanka, 16.
The tsarist Department of Police at that
address had turned into a Soviet legal entity
that would itself serve as an instrument of
repression.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
POWs and Internees.

POWs and civilian internees were scattered all over the country, and many of them
were kept not in concentration camps but in villages under police surveillance, just as
if they had been Russian domestic exiles. Due primarily to habit, confusion and
bureaucratic inertia,, local authorities continued to gguard them and censor their mail as
they had during the Imperial period. This time, however, it was not tsarist police but
soviet “militsiya” (police).

Posted in Petrograd on 18 December 1917 to a German or Austrian POW in Pudozh,
Ol t Province. Although
Olonets
Alth
h the
th cardd reached Pudozh six
i days
d
later, it apparently
tl
wasn’t given to the addressee until 1 May 1918. Violet two-line “Chief of the Pudozh
/ District Militsiya” censor mark and manuscript “Vydat’” – “Issue it.”

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
The Peter-and-Paul Fortress, Petrograd.

This Neva River island
fortress in Petrograd had
been used for centuries by
the tsarist state as a political
and investigative prison. Its
infamous Trubetskoy Basti was usedd again
tion
i after
ft the
th
Bolshevik coup, this time to
hold Kerensky’s ministers
and
ex-tsarist
officials.
Some were shot by firing
squad, others were released,
all depending on Bolshevik
whim or instructions from
the Smolny Institute, where
Lenin had his HQ.

A picture postcard addressed to B.A. Ivanov in Cell No. 58 of the Peter-and-Paul Fortress,
mailed at Petrograd’s 1st City Post Branch Office on 16 September 1918. Part of the message
reads, “On Saturday the powerful people of Smolnyy and the police chief promised Ivan
Vasil’evich to release you on Tuesday or Thursday.” The violet handstamp is an Address
Inquiry Bureau marking – “No Information,” with the “7-in-circle” denoting the searcher’s
number – showing that Ivanov was no longer at the fortress.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Deryabin Prison (The Naval Barracks).

Mailed locally in
Petrograd to V.A.
Lipovsky in Cell
No. 7 at Deryabin
Prison, 2 September
1918.
Red-pencil
“Pr”
(Examined)
censor mark on
reverse.

The Naval Barracks on Vasil’evsky Island in Petrograd had a brig or guardhouse that the Bolsheviks
could use as a jail, and the barracks themselves could also be pressed into service in case there was
an overflow of prisoners.

Mailed locally in
Petrograd on 12
October 1918 and
addressed to V.A.
Lipovsky in Cell
No. 7 at Deryabin
Prison.
Violetpencil “Pr” on
reverse.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Commissars in the Prisons.

With the October 1917 coup came a change in the way
Russia’s prisons were run. Commissars now appeared on the
staffs at some of the bigger incarceration facilities; they were
responsible for the political surveillance (to include the mail)
of both the inmates and the prison staff itself. Very often
they had had no training whatsoever in penology.

(Enlarged tracing of censor mark.)

Iosif Naumovich Schenckman,
Commissar of the Petrograd
Preliminary Detention Facility.

This postcard was sent on 25 June 1921 from a mail car on the Moscow–Petrograd RR
line to the prisoner V.S. Voronov in cell 22, Section 3 of the PDF. The two-line censor
mark reads “Commissar of the Prelim. Detention Facility,” applied by Schenckman or
his designated assistant.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Petrograd Preliminary Detention Facility.

Petrograd’s PDF
was a huge sixstory building built
in tsarist times,
right next door to
the St. Petersburg /
Petrograd District
Court. It accepted
its first prisoners
p
on 1 August 1875,
and except for late
February to early
March 1917 it was
in continuous use
into the late 1920s.

These two postcards
were sent in Nov.
and Dec. 1921 from
a prisoner at the
PDF (Cell No. 136
of the “Special
Tier”) to a local
address. The one
below bears a twoline censor mark
reading “Checked /
by the Warden of /
the
h
Preliminary
l
Detention Facility.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Petrograd Preliminary Detention Facility.

An under-franked postcard from
Petrograd’s Preliminary Detention
Facility, Cell No. 107, Section 6,
mailed on 15 December 1922 by a
prisoner friend of A.P. SemenovTyan-Shansky, the son of the famous
explorer.
l
Th censor markk reads
The
d
“Checked / Warden of the /
Preliminary Detention Facility.”
(Note that the word “commissar” has
been dropped.) The Bolsheviks used
this massive pile as an investigation
prison
prison.

Interior courtyard of the PDF
PDF.
(Picture from Gernet, Istoriya tsarskoy tyur’my, vol. 3,
Moscow, 1963, p. 357.)

On reverse (enlarged to 144%):
Provereno / Nachal’nik Doma /
Predvarit. Zaklyucheniya.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
The Political Police (Cheka).

F.
E.
Dzerzhinsky,
People’s Commissar for
Internal Affairs and the
first chief of the Cheka.
(From The Black Book of
Communism, 1999.)

The
“All-Russian
Extraordinary
Commission
to
Combat
Counterrevolution and Sabotage” (the Cheka) was established on 20
December 1917, and its first chairman, Felix Dzerzhinsky, had served
time in tsarist hard-labor prisons and exile. As the “extraordinary” in its
title would suggest, the Cheka was an ad hoc political police force, and
its top priorities were counter-intelligence and defense of the fledgling
Soviet government. Within a very short time, it became a state within a
state, and Cheka organs proliferated throughout the republics, provinces,
and oblasts. Their weapons were extralegal: summary arrests, mass
executions, hostage-taking, forced labor and punitive expeditions. Many
of the people it attracted had been thugs and criminals during the
Imperial period.

A permanent pass issued to Mikhail Yakovlevich Mdivnishvili, authorizing him access to the
Cheka building in Kutais from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. It is signed by the Kutais Georgian
Cheka chairman, commandant, and chief of the administrative department.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Cheka Prisons – Butyrka, Moscow.

After the October 1917 coup, confusion
and disruption in the penal system were
the norm, but the Cheka maintained its
own prisons and operated outside what
laws there were; they were not subordinate
to the Commissariat of Justice’s TsKO, the
Central Punitive Department. One such
Cheka facility was Butyrka, in Moscow,
the former Central Transit Prison (at right)
during the tsarist period.

Butyrka Prison. (Picture from “Sixteen Years in
Siberia” by Leo Deutsch, 1903, p. 110 opposite.)

A 24 June 1919 registered letter from Tula to Petr Perkon at Butyrka Prison, Corridor 18,
Cell No. 67. The censor has added “67” in red pencil. Perkon, a Russian SocialistDemocrat Party member, had been a prisoner for years during the tsarist period, but the
country’s change of masters did him no good.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Cheka Prisons – Butyrka, Moscow.
There were essentiallyy two kinds of
prisons in the early days of the Soviet
system – penitentiaries (срочные
тюрьмы), where convicts served a
finite sentence, and investigative
(следственные тюрьмы), where
prisoners were interrogated and cases
built (and often fabricated) against
them. Some incarceration facilities
performed both of these functions;
Moscow’s Cheka-run Butyrka was
one such.

A second registered letter in the Perkon correspondence, dated 19 May 1919. The censor
has again entered a notation, this time in blue pencil, showing that the prisoner is no
longer located in Corridor 4, Cell No. 30 as given in the address, but in Cell No. 67,
Corridor 18. Three-line “Deputy Chief in Charge of the Penitentiary-and-Investigative
Section” censor mark.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Cheka Prisons – The Lubyanka.

An 8 January 1919 letter
from
the
Cheka’s
Department
for
Combating
CounterRevolution
to
the
Settlement Commission
of the Moscow Oblast’
Rationing
Committee,
informing it that Ye.S.
Bychkov was released
from
the
Lubyanka
Prison
in
Moscow
because he was innocent.
The document is signed
by Yakov Peters, Deputy
Chairman of the Cheka.

Yakov Khristoforovich
Peters
(1886-1938).
Responsible
for
the
deaths of numerous
people, he was himself
arrested during the Great
P
Purge
i
in
1938 andd
summarily shot. (Picture
from “Razvedka i kontrrazvedka v litsakh,” Moscow,
2002, p. 384.)

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Makeshift Prisons – Monasteries.

On 15 April and 17 May
1919, the All-Union
Central
Executive
Committee
issued
decrees that among other
things instructed the
Cheka
to
set
up
concentration camps in
or near every provincial
capital,
capable
of
holding at least 300
people.
Monasteries,
with their thick walls and
cells, were ideal for this
purpose. The monks and
nuns had already been
arrested,
shot
or
expelled.
ll d

This is a parcel post card
usedd to
t sendd a 12¼-lb.
12¼ lb
package on 9 December
1921 from Ozarichi,
Minsk Province to a
prisoner
at
the
Antonovsky Monastery
Concentration
Camp
near Novgorod.
The
postage came to 12,500
rubles, and the item was
signed for on behalf of
the illiterate addressee on
21 December. No censor
mark is present.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
District Jails.

The early Soviet state had no money to build new jails and prisons; it simply used what was
at hand: the old tsarist facilities or structures they converted into places of incarceration.
Almost all of the districts in Imperial Russia’s provinces and oblasts had had district jails,
many of them built on the 1845 Plan and rated to hold from 100 to 300 inmates.

A postal money order for 100,000 rubles sent from Dzhalal’-Abad in Ferghana Oblast’ on
28 November 1921 to a Muslim prisoner in the Syzran’ District Jail, Simbirsk Province.
Given the inflation of the time, this was a relatively insignificant sum, and the rectangular
Oplachen (Paid) marking at top right shows that the prisoner received it. No censor marks
are present.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
Early Soviet Incarceration Facilities.

“From Gavriil Stotskiy, Bukhteyevka
Prison, from Nikolayev,” on a registered
cover from an inmate at the Black Sea
port to Dr. Brender’s Central Aid
Committee in Berlin, 19 October 1922.
The green-pencil marking at left on the
reverse is a manuscript censor mark
reading “Checked (initials).”
This facility was most likely a tsaristera district or local jail, but it may also
have been a naval brig.
Obverse.

II. Infancy (1917-1922):
“Rehabilitation” and the Corrective-Labor Facilities
(Исправтруддома).

Corrective labor facilities (ITD –
“i
“ispravtruddom”
dd ” or its
it shortened
h t d
form “truddom”) were established in
1922 and enshrined in Section 147.2
of the Corrective-Labor Code. They
were intended to hold prisoners who
had been sentenced to terms in
excess of six months,
months and they
existed at local, district and
provincial level. These facilities,
often set up in former tsarist district
jails, represented the RSFSR’s initial
attempt at a “complete rehabilitation
oof peop
peoplee through
oug labor.”
bo .

Addressed to the provincial
Soviet people’s court in Tambov,
this adversity cover from the
Kozlov Corrective-Labor Facility
(in tsarist times it was a commonconfinement-system district jail)
was sent on 2 September 1922
after it received the circular
“Warden of Kozlov Prison / for
packets” violet censor mark.
A left:
At
l f reverse.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929).

By 1923 the Civil War was essentially over. On 12 October
1922 the People’s Commissariats of Justice (NKYu) and
Internal Affairs (NKVD) had issued a joint decree that turned
the former’s Central Corrective-Labor Department into the
Main Directorate for Incarceration Facilities (GUMZ) and
placed it under the NKVD, thus getting the NKYu out of the
prison business altogether. Since the Main Political Directorate
( h political
(the
li i l police
li – GPU,
G
l
later
the
h OGPU)
OG ) was also
l part off
the NKVD, this was a major turning point on the road to the
GULAG. All of the country’s prisons, jails, camps and colonies
Naftaly Frenkel’, the former
were concentrated in the hands of one bureaucratic entity (the
zek
who
became
an
NKVD), which could now expand its empire unhindered, but
“efficiency expert” in running
there were problems. The ever-increasing numbers of prisoners
Stalin’s forced-labor camps.
p
could not compete against the outside world
world’ss production
(Picture from Anne Applebaum’s
(places of incarceration were supposed to be financially selfGULAG: A History, New York,
sufficient), so the only way to utilize forced labor
2003.)
“economically” was to concentrate great numbers of inmates on
massive projects requiring low-skill manual labor, such as digging canals, timber-felling and mining
operations. Unfortunately for the NKVD, most of its confinement facilities were far from the timber
and the gold,
gold and most of those facilities were of the “closed”
closed type,
type i.e.,
i e prisons and jails – useless for
large-scale undertakings.
The first major experiment in running a forced-labor camp system came in the north, based on the
Solovetsky Islands – “Solovki” – in the White Sea.

Card #2 in a zekproduced set that
contained at least
five PPCs. This
one shows the
fortress towers on
Big
Solovetsky
Island.
On the
reverse of these
cards
is
an
inscription reading
“Publication of the
USLON Printing
Bureau. Karlit No.
3590.
Number
printed – 1,000.”

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
The Solovetsky Special-Purpose Camp Complex
(USLON) – Birthplace of the GULAG.

The abbreviation “SLON” is also the Russian word for
“elephant,” and the Combined Main Political Directorate
(OGPU) that ran this camp used the elephant in its official seal.
The Solovetsky Islands camps were established on 13 October 1923 by a secret resolution
of the Council of People’s Commissars (Sovnarkom) and placed immediately under OGPU
control. At the time this postcard was mailed in 1929, the prisoner population was
beginning to undergo a dramatic expansion, jumping from 21,900 to 65,000 by 1930.

This postcard was mailed on 26 March 1929 to Leningrad
by a female prisoner on Popov Island, and arrived at its
destination two days later. The canceller is a standard
bilingual postmark reading Popov Ostrov AKSSR in
Russian on the top and Popovin Saari on the bottom.
(A SS
(AKSSR
= Autonomous
A
Karelian
li
S i
Soviet
S i li
Socialist
Republic.)
On the reverse is a pencil censor mark Prov[ereno]
(signature).

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
The Solovetsky Special-Purpose Camp Complex (USLON).
There was an USLON censorshipp office on Bigg Solovetskyy Island that operated
p
out of
a former chapel, but the existence of censorship operations on other islands in the
chain had not been established until recently. The postcard below was mailed at the
post office on Popov Island in the Solovetsky archipelago, and the censor mark plus
the return address prove conclusively that there was more than one censorship office
on the islands.

Popov Island, 2nd Solovetsky Camp to Moscow (serial “a” canceller), written on 16
September 1929 and posted on the 20th. The writer
writer’ss remarks about an orchestra
leaving Popov Island for awhile were inoffensive enough to be passed by OGPU
censorship – Examined – - 2nd Sol[ovetsky] Camp censor mark on reverse.

Censor mark on
reverse.

Censor mark enlarged.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
The Solovetsky Special-Purpose
Camp Complex (USLON).
The sign that greeted prisoners upon their entry
to USLON – “With an iron hand we will drive
humanity to happiness.”

A propaganda postcard sent from Moscow on 30 April 1930. It is addressed to “the Autonomous
Karelian SSR, Popov Island Postal Branch Office, 2nd Solovetsky Camp, USLON OGPU,” and
arrived at Kem’ (the site of the transit point from which the zeks were distributed among the various
islands and camps) on or about 2 May. The card was re-routed from Popov Island to Raznavolok, a
small coastal village southwest of the islands on 5 June. (The delay was due to the breakup of the ice
on the White Sea in May, when navigation largely ceased.) USLON’s reach extended far into the
mainland;
i l d zeks
k were sentt on workk details
d t il to
t numerous places
l
f logging,
for
l
i
construction
t ti and
d fishing
fi hi
operations.

On the reverse of the card is a faint strike
of the “2nd SOLLAGER’” censor mark
and the censor’s scribbled initials.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
The Solovetsky Special-Purpose Camp Complex (USLON).
During the winter months, communications
with the Solovetsky Islands were maintained by
air, and that infrequently.
Beginning in
December 1926, USLON used two biplanes to
carry mail between Kem’ on the mainland and
the Solovetsky Islands. Both of the planes were
rickety, and crashes were not unheard of.
(Pictures from Mail from the Solovetskiyi Camps. The
Road to Calvary, by V. Boyko in American Philatelist,
Jan. 2003, p. 30.)

The postcard below was written on 28 December 1930, but it
sat for almost a month in the censorship office on the main
i l d andd was nott even canceled
island,
l d until
til it reached
h d its
it destination
d ti ti
of Leningrad on 27 January 1931. As the White Sea had frozen
over by January, the postcard can only have been sent by air.
The pilot who flew it back to the mainland would have been
either N.S. Snezhkov or the man pictured at left and above next
to his wrecked plane on the ice, Kovalevsky.

The writer, Danil Yul’evich Tissen, gives his address as “Kremlin village, Section 4,
SLAG (Solovetsky lager’).” Violet Checked ----- / No. 25 USLON censor mark.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
The Solovetsky Special Purpose
Camp Complex (USLON).

Solovetsky Islands
Whit Sea
White
S
Arkhangel’sk

The
h “gateway”
“
” to the
h camps on the
h
Solovetsky Islands was the so-called
Kemperpunkt, or Kem’ Transit Point (picture
below), near the Kem’ Railroad Station. Most
mail to and from the islands was brought here.

Kem’
Kem

The form
Th
f
b l
below
i a receipt
is
i t from
f
th USSR Convoy
the
C
Guard Troops HQ, dated 2 November 1926 and
classified “Secret.” Addressed to the Chief of the
OGPU Special Records Center, it shows that the
prisoner M.I. Kos-Ogly was handed over to the Kem’
Transit Point on 2 September 1926. (At right: Kem’
Transit Point, from Mail from the Solovetskiyi Camps. The Road
to Calvary, by V. Boyko in American Philatelist, Jan. 2003,
p.20.)

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
Corrective-Labor Facilities (Исправдома).

At least on paper, the Soviet government’s early penal policy was directed at
rehabilitating prisoners through work, but this period was marked by confusion and
debate about the role prisons should play: to rehabilitate through labor or isolate convicts
from society and punish them. Ultimately, economics settled the question. Throughout
the 1920s, corrective-labor facilities demonstrated their inefficiency. They were of little
or no use to the authorities in part because it was difficult for the prisons to be selfsupporting
ti under
d the
th New
N Economic
E
i Plan,
Pl andd in
i partt because
b
th divided
they
di id d up the
th prison
i
labor force into small units that were incapable of completing big projects. As a result,
they were finally abolished in 1932. Large forced-labor camps were much better suited
to the task.

This
hi adversity
d
i cover was produced
d d from
f
an issue
i
off the
h newspaper Izvestiya andd postedd
on 2 May 1928 from Borisov in the Belorussian SSR to the Minsk Okrug 23rd Precinct
People’s Court. It appears to be official mail, and the return address (arrow) reads City
of Borisov, Corr. Lab. Fac. (Ispravdom). The significance of the blue-pencil “146” is
unknown.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
Transit Corrective-Labor Facilities
(Пересыльные исправдома).

Some corrective-labor facilities – the “ispravdoma” – were situated near major railroad
intersections. These were called “transit corrective labor facilities” because convicts
beingg shipped
pp ((usuallyy to Siberia or the north)) would be kept
p there for a short time.

The Bolshevik assault on religion, which in addition to the execution or imprisonment of
approximately
i t l 200,000
200 000 priests
i t included
i l d d destruction
d t ti
off Russian
R i
O th d
Orthodox
churches,
h h
confiscation of church lands and wealth and a campaign to promote atheism, resulted in
large numbers of church members being arrested. This postcard was sent on 4 June 1926
to Leningrad by an archdeacon or archpriest, P. Blagodatov, on a prisoner transport to
Orenburg and probably beyond. Blagodatov was being held for a few days in the
Samara Corrective-Labor Facility (very likely a transit CLF). The oval marking at top is
a censor handstamp – Examined [in the] Samara Corrective
Corrective-Labor
Labor Facility],
Facility]
accompanied by the prison official’s signature.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
Main Political Directorate (GPU) Internal
Prisons.

At the beginning of 1923, almost all incarceration facilities were controlled by the Main
Directorate of Prisons (GUMZ) in the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs
(NKVD), but there were a few political isolators, internal prisons and camps still run by
the Cheka’s successor, the Main Political Directorate, or GPU.

Posted at Petrograd’s Nikolayevskaya Railroad Terminal to Moscow on 15 January
1923, this cover was “Examined by the V Section / of the Secret Department, Main
Political
l
l Directorate / … 192…
192 / Signature
S
…”
” (shown
(h
b l ) The
below).
h 5th Section
S i off the
h
Secret Department was directed against Left Socialist-Revolutionaries, so the prisoner
who sent this letter was most probably an LSR being held at the GPU’s internal prison
at its headquarters in Petrograd.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
The Prison Population Soars.

Although prisoners had been pouring into the USSR’s jails and camps since 1926, when
there were 578,000 arrests, it was 1929 when the situation dramatically worsened. That
year there were 1,778,000 arrests, and the prisons overflowed to the point that on 27 June
1929 the authorities passed a decree calling for the transfer to the labor camps of anyone
with a sentence in excess of three years. As the country’s economic crisis deepened, more
and more people were driven to crime in order to survive.
survive With the pressure to inflate the
sentences and fill up the labor camps, the authorities had an even greater incentive to keep
people in jail until a case could be developed against them and they “gave up their
accomplices,” thus driving up the prison population even more.

A state-produced picture postcard sent from Sevastopol’ on 28 June 1929 (the first day
after the announcement of the 27 June decree) to an inmate at 25 Voynova St. (formerly
25 Arsenal’naya naberezhnaya), Building 2, Cell No. 47, Leningrad, the site of the
Preliminary Detention Facility. The message notes that the inmate’s express mail letter
of 31 May took almost a month to reach the writer of the card, and from the violet pencil
“12/VII” at top – denoting the day on which the addressee received it – the prisoner’s
incoming mail was also being closely watched and delayed, to see if a longer sentence
could be hung on him.

III. Adolescence (1923-1929):
Political Isolators (Политизоляторы).
Political, or special, isolators were were designed to keep the USSR’s “dangerous”
political enemies in solitary cells where they could not interact with society or other
inmates. When this postcard was mailed in 1929, there were only five of them, at
Moscow, Suzdal’, Verkhneural’sk, Yaroslavl’ and Chelyabinsk. They existed from 1921
to 1930, when they were replaced by the so-called “special-purpose isolators.” Inmates
were allowed to correspond only with a close relative or spouse, much the same rule as
in the tsarist hard-labor prisons.

Posted on 4 July 1929 from Tiflis, this postcard took 10 days to reach its destination,
then another five to clear prison censorship. It is addressed to “Verkhne-Ural’sk,
Political Isolator, to the political prisoner Vladimir Minayevich Chachkhunashvili.” The
frame of the “Examined” prison censor mark measures 72 x 12.5mm.

“Examined.”

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
The Main Camp Directorate of the NKVD/MVD SSSR
(ГУЛАГ НКВД/МВД СССР).
Although there were constant reorganizations and bureaucratic shufflings at higher level,
the structure of the Main Camp Directorate itself remained essentially the same
throughout its existence. Within the NKVD/MVD the GULAG was the primary
operator of the camps and the major distributor of slave labor.

A GULAG certificate issued on 4 October 1948 to the Social Services Department of
Moscow’s Kievsky Rayon, confirming that D.P. Lyubarev, a “Group 3 invalid,” worked in
the GULAG Printing Office until August 1947, when he was sent on temporary duty to the
Political Department of the Pechora Railroad Construction project. He was there until
April 1948, when he returned to his flat in Moscow.

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
The OGPU Plenipotentiaries’ Corrective-Labor Camp
Directorates.

With OGPU Order #54 of 23 May 1930, OGPU plenipotentiaries (Полномочные
Представители) – essentially secret police viceroys in charge of large and or strategic areas
– were given authority over the camps in their regions. Each plenipotentiary had a directorate
that oversaw the daily operations, structure, staffing and intelligence-gathering operations
(through prisoner informants – “stoolies”)
stoolies ) in the camps.
camps This arrangement lasted until the
OGPU was abolished in July 1934.

Official mail from the “OGPU Central Asian Plenipotentiary’s Directorate of CorrectiveLabor Camps,” headquartered in Tashkent. Classified as Secret and Urgent and registered on
15 January 1932,
1932 it was sent by the separate Courier Post to the Sixth Precinct People
People’ss
Investigator in Tashkent.

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
Camp Complexes (Лагеря).

A camp complex, or lager’, usually had one or two major projects and a host of smaller
ones, and it often covered a large area. BAMLAG, for instance, existed primarily to
build and service the length of the Baikal-Amur Railroad. UKhTPEChLAG extracted
coal and oil over a vast area of the north. KARLAG sprawled for hundreds of
kilometers over much of the area around Karaganda, and concerned itself with big and
small agricultural projects. The number of prisoners these complexes held could range
from a few thousand to over 200,000, and there were many such complexes throughout
the USSR. Up to the 1950s they were identified by a “post box number” (п/я) of one to
five digits.

A letter from SEVVOSTLAG (Northeastern Corrective-Labor
Corrective Labor Camp Complex),
Complex) Magadan,
Magadan
Khabarovsk Territory, “Post Office Box No. 261/5.” Addressed to Moscow and posted on
28 July 1940. The “261” is the post office box for the camp complex, and the “5”
designates the specific camp. Number of zeks as of 1 July 1940: 190,309.

IV. GULAG Structure,
Communications and Codes:
Transit Points
(Пересыльные пункты).

“Sketch of a barrack in the Karlag camp by German
artist Irina A. Borhman, 1952.” (From S.E. Mesinai’s
Wheels within Wheels, in Parabola, Summer 2003, p. 60.)

The big camp complexes had “transit
points” (peresyl’nyye punkty – p/p) where
zeks moving from one place to another
within the complex, arriving at or leaving it
would
ld be
b
h d d together
herded
h
to await
i
transportation. According to Article 33,
Section 30 of the Corrective-Labor Code,
these transit facilities could be either
independent or subordinate to a larger
facility (camp complex).

A postcard from the Nina Anisimova correspondence, sent to Leningrad in the first half of
December 1938. The return address at bottom reads “Kazakhstan S.S.R., Karaganda
Oblast’, Dolinka, Karabas Transit Camp, P.O. Box No. 4. Anisimova N.A.” (This was part
of the Karaganda Corrective-Labor Camp Complex, or “KARLAG.”)

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
Camps
(Лагерные отделения).

The next level below the camp complex was the camp, or L/O – lagernoye otdeleniye
(literally, camp-complex section). In military terms, if the GULAG were an army, and
the camp complex a corps, this was the division. There could be one or many such
di i i
divisions
within
i hi a camp complex,
l
eachh one holding
h ldi anywhere
h
up to 5,000 zeks
k in
i a few
f
or several dozen wooden barracks surrounded by barbed wire and guard towers. In the
address for such a facility, the number that followed the post office box number and slant
bar designated which camp in the complex was intended. Thus, in the cover below, sent
from P.O. Box 241/2 (TEMLAG), 241 is the camp complex and #2 is the camp.

An ordinary cover sent postage due on 22 August 1940 to Leningrad from “Mari
Autonomous SSR,
SSR Leninskaya Railroad,
Railroad Yavas village,
village P.O.
P O Box 241/2,
241/2 industrial combine,
combine
Musicians’ group.”

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
Base Camps and Columns (Лагпункты и колонны).

Beneath the camp (L/O) was the labor-subcamp, or lagpunkt, essentially a base camp.
These were branches set up near some facility or work site at considerable distances
away from the camp, but there were even sub-divisions of these. One such was the
), which usuallyy worked on road construction or at the end of a
“column” ((kolonna),
timber trail, and would be stretched out over many kilometers. As often as not, there
would be no encampment surrounded by barbed wire at a kolonna, just dogs and armed
guards.

Posted on 13 May 1937 to Pot’ma, Leninskaya RR, TEMLAG NKVD, Yavas Timber-mill
Base Camp, Column 1, Nil Mikhaylovich Chernyshev. The addressee was one of
approximately
pp
y 20,000
,
zeks engaged
g g in TEMLAG’s logging
gg g industry.
y

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
Separate Base Camps
(Отдельные лагерные пункты).

Separate
base
camps (OLP) were
set
up
near
important industrial
facilities where only
a relatively small
number of zeks were
required.
BELBALTLAG,, or
P.O. Box 251, was
an offshoot of the
“Solovki”
camps,
established
in
November 1931 and
closed in September
1941. In 1940, this
camp complex was
a part of the
GULAG’s
ULP
(Lumber Industry
Directorate), but it
h d a number
had
b
off
other, non-lumberrelated duties, from
maintaining
the
Belomor Canal to
mining operations.
The zek population
was between 70,000
and 80,000 when
this cover was sent.
Posted on 10 April
1940 from Olimpii
((south
of
Belomorsk)
to
Zagorsk, Moscow
Oblast’.

The enclosed letter states: “We’re located now at Separate Base Camp
15. Our old address is 251-5, but we don’t have the new one yet.”
“…No letters from you, and they’re not handing any out. Maybe we’ll
gget them at the end off the month.”

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
Remote Sub-Base Camps (Подкомандировки).
(At right: Address beneath reroutingg slip:
p “Pot’ma Station,,
Lenin RR, Temlag NKVD, 3rd
Base Camp, 6th Remote Base
Camp,
Nil
Mikhaylovich
Chernyshev.”)
The re-routing slip reads, “To
the chief of the timber mill
directorate, for transmission [to
the prisoner]. 23 III ’37, 3rd
Remote Sub-Base Camp.”

An ordinary letter posted from Moscow on 17 March 1937 to the same zek in the TEMLAG.
TEMLAG
(He would later be moved to a column (kolonna).) So-called komandirovki were small outfits
that split off from a remote sub-base camp or base camp (lagpunkt) and fanned out into the
taiga, usually for wood-cutting and log-hauling operations. Podkomandirovki (remote subbase camps) were even smaller offshoots. The prisoners in such operations were often
guarded in the open, i.e. they were not surrounded by a barbed wire fence.

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
The Courier Post.

In 1937, the Great Purge was in full swing and both the GULAG’s camps and prisons were
swamped with incoming zeks. Some means had to be found to conceal from public view the
huge increase in prisoners and incarceration facilities, and provide security for the NKVD’s
classified correspondence. Two methods were adopted: in addition to concealment by post
office box numbers, all GULAG official mail was to be sent through the Special, or Courier,
Post – a parallel communications system – in the People
People’ss Commissariat of Communications,
which also ran the postal and telegraph systems. In 1940 alone, the couriers carried
approximately 25,000,000 pieces of classified mail.

Official mail (classified TOP SECRET) from the NKVD’s Dradskaya General Prison No. 9 in
Sukhumi, Abkhaziya ASSR, to the Georgian SSR Deputy Commissar for Internal Affairs in
Tbilisi, State Security Colonel Gogiya, 7 August 1942. It was sent by Special Courier of the
USSR People’s Commissariat of Communications (handstamp at upper left). The circular
handstamp at center right is that of the prison. On the reverse are five wax seals, all
connected by string to prevent tampering.

IV. GULAG Structure, Communications and Codes:
Coded Addresses.

“Encoded” addresses also extended to some secret police prison facilities. While the
great majority of camp addresses are known, there are still prison addresses which have
nott been
b
equated
t d to
t their
th i designators.
d i t

Posted from Moscow on 17 May 1941 to “Leningrad, 195, P-V-4, Mikhail Fedorovich
Soygin.” Unknown Leningrad prison.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
The Links with Home.
As the camp authorities would issue no more food and clothing than the norms specified by
regulation,
g
, and because ppilferage
g byy the trustees and criminals was common,, manyy zeks were forced
to live on the very edge of life. The monthly parcels they were allowed to receive from home
supplemented their dietary needs and often provided clothing that was warmer than that provided by
the state. Those prisoners with relatives who would send them such things on a regular basis stood a
better chance of surviving.
A Form 119 notice-ofreceipt postcard sent
from P.O. Box 385/18
(DUBRAVLAG), Yavas,
Mordovian ASSR to
Virpe, Latvia. The zek
addressee
dd
received
i d the
th
100-ruble,
declaredvalue
package on 6
January 1953, nine days
after the package arrived
at his camp.
DUBRAVLAG
held
approximately
21,000
inmates as of 1 January
1953.

At right: A second Form
119 card from the same
correspondence, this one
for a 50-ruble postal
money order received by
the zek 8 February 1952,
three days after the PMO
reached the camp.
p

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
Censorship of Camp Mail.
All correspondence sent by or addressed to prisoners in the camps during peacetime had to be
censored,, and accordingg to the 2 August
g
1939 regulations,
g
, zeks had the right
g to receive their mail
within five days of its arrival at the camp. Since most prisoners (at least those not convicted of
“counter-revolutionary activities”) could send and receive an unlimited amount of letters, the censors
were busy people. They made certain that prisoner mail contained no mention of how many zeks the
camp held nor anything having to do with the camp’s regime, its security or what it produced. If they
found such things in the text, it was reported to the “oper,” the security officer.

An
identification
booklet
supplied in the Ukrainian SSR
by
the
Corrective-Labor
p
of the
Colonies Department
Kiev Oblast’ MVD Directorate,
good until 31 December 1949.
Issued on 21 February 1949 to
Jr. Lieutenant Naum Mazur, it
states that his position is that of
a censor, and it bears the seal
andd signature
i
off the
h department
d
chief.
Being Jewish, Mazur
would most likely not have
lasted in the MVD much beyond
1953.

V. Life and Death in the Camps:
Censorship of Mail.

Mail,
the
lifelin
between the zeks an
their
h i families,
f ili
was
line that could be c
at any time by camp
prison authorities du
to an infraction or on
simple whim.
Th
zeks were told
advance what the
could not write abou
they were forced
censor themselves.

This is a wartime lett
from the Karagand
Corrective
Lab
Camp
Comple
(KARLAG), examine
by “KARLAG NKV
Censor
No.
11
Although
milita
censorship was
effect throughout th
USSR, the NKV
maintained its ow
censorship
hi operatio
i
in the camps an
prisons.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
The Pridurki.

A zek’s chances of surviving the camps, especially during WWII, depended to a great extent on
his or her job assignment. Those unfortunates who were put on logging details (an assignment
made even worse in the winter), road construction crews and mining shifts were much more
likely to die from accident, exposure or disease. So vast was the camp population and so farfl
flung
were the
th camps themselves
th
l
th t many jobs
that
j b necessary to
t maintain
i t i camp operations
ti
h d to
had
t
be assigned to zeks; sufficient numbers of “free” workers with those skills could not easily be
attracted.
Zeks who managed to obtain duties in administrative offices, kitchens and theater troupes were
the lucky ones. They were called “pridurki” – individuals who had landed cushy jobs.

A zek serving time as an accountant for the NKVD at KARLAG in Karaganda sent this
registered letter on 28 May 193? to the Zhuravlevsky State Farm near Aleksandrovsky
Zavod in Eastern Siberia.

V. Life and Death in the Camps
and Prisons:
The Agitation-and-Propaganda
Teams.
In each camp there was a Culture and Education
Unit, or KVCh, and its “agitbrigady,” which were
intended to raise the zeks’ cultural awareness and
political reliability, would make the rounds of the
camps within that complex, putting on
performances. As often as not they also served as
the captive entertainment for the NKVD/MVD
bosses, who would cull the transit camps and
prisons for newly-arriving talent from the
performing arts world to enhance their “serf
theaters.”

A zek variety-show troupe at Krasnogorsk.
(Picture from Kizny, GULAG, Buffalo, NY, 2004, p. 278.)

A letter from a pridurok
zek at Post Office Box
241/13 (the Temnikov
Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex – TEMLAG)
at Yavas, Mordovian
SSR.
The prisoner
posted it to his mother
in Leningrad on 30
January 1941.

An excerpt from the enclosed letter: “…I’m alive and in good health, but I’m already
located elsewhere, in a variety theater, living very well. We travel around to all the base
camps and perform for them.”

V. Life and Death in the Prisons and Camps: Trade Skills.

A skill in the construction trade often meant life
for a zek.
zek
The fingerprint ID card shown
reduced at right (attached to the reverse of the
envelope above) states that M.P. Aksenov, a
carpenter, was sentenced in 1948 to five years in
the camps, but he is eligible for early release and
being transferred from the Temirtau Department
of Corrective-Labor Colonies in Karaganda
g
Oblast’ to Moscow. There, he will be assigned to
the directorate in charge of construction on the
Palace of Soviets in Moscow.
On the envelope are the circular handstamp of
the MVD USSR’s Corrective-Labor Camp R-28
and a rectangular handstamp showing that
Aksenov arrived at the Chelyabinsk Oblast’
MVD Directorate’s transit prison on 7
September 1950, as he was on his way to
Moscow.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
“Free Workers.”

Not all who labored
in the GULAG
system were zeks.
Many people who
had served out their
sentence andd were
freed stayed on to
work in the camps
for a salary. Others
who had never been
imprisoned
and
lived in the area
would work at a job
inside the “zona.”

This is a document
issued
ssued
to
free
ee
worker F.V. Il’in,
who was paid a
monthly wage at
NKVD CorrectiveLabor Colony No. 9
in Ul’yanovsk for
seven months in
1939 and was now
an invalid, thus
qualifying him for a
pension. The form,
dated 25 February
1940 is
1940,
i signed
i d by
b
the colony chief, S.
Ivanov.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons: “Socially-Dangerous Elements.”
This designation was a catch-all used from 1918 to 1953 to describe those who had
committed no crime other than that of belonging to a class the State believed might oppose it
(e.g., the bourgeois, the priesthood, “rich” peasants, and so on.) It could also be applied to
someone who had been acquitted of a crime. The sentence was particularly useful because it
could be hung on anyone, so the forced-labor population could be increased dramatically.

An adversity cover from Leningrad ballerina Nina Anisimova, posted from the Kazakh SSR
to Leningrad in 1938. She used a cover addressed to her while she was a prisoner under
investigation at PO Box 692 (an isolation facility in Leningrad). On the inside flap, she
signed her name, her “crime” (SOE – socially dangerous element), her sentence (five years)
and her prisoner ID number, 8690.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
“Deprived Persons.”

Repression took many forms. For instance, Section 23 of the 10 July 1918 “Declaration
of the Rights of the Toiling Masses and Exploited Peoples of the RSFSR” established the
category of “deprived persons” (lishentsy). They could be stripped either of their
political or civil rights, or both. Section 65 spelled out who these “class-alien elements”
were So
were.
So-called
called exploiters (i.e.,
(i e business owners,
owners whether big or small),
small) priests,
priests lunatics
and individuals convicted of vicious crimes were all lumped together in this category.
They were even considered a lower class of life in the camps, side by side with counterrevolutionaries. During purges, these people were often among the first to be rounded
up. They could end up in exile, the camps or prison.

This postcard was sent from the Proletarsky Voting Committee in Moscow to Aleksandra
Yefremovna Zubkova on 23 November 1934, directing her to appear before it on 13
December at 9 a.m for a hearing on her status. The manuscript entry at upper left reads
“Enter in the deprived individuals roll.”

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons: “Deprived Persons.”
P.A. Bernikov’s petition
to have his voting rights
restored was rejected on
19 December 1935 by
the Moscow Oblast’
Executive
Committee
because he had served as
a policeman (underlined
at left) during the
I
Imperial
i l period.
i d

At
right:
The
official rejection
form. Below: Uncancelled propaganda stationery
containing
the
forms.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
“Deprived Persons.”
“Loss of rights” was a
punishment
ih
t
th t
that
could
ld
accompany
a
term
of
incarceration up to but not
exceeding five years. Voting
rights, union membership, and
place of residence were among
the things that could be
restricted or removed under
this term.
This is a letter sent by a zek –
I.I. Askarov – from Building 2
of the Staraya Russa Transit
Prison,, 21 Julyy 1936.

From the enclosed letter: “Dear
T
Tasya!
! I’ll be
b here
h
until
til the
th
transport forms up, that is, so
that we have a full batch of
prisoners. That’s understandable; there’s no point in running
an empty train.
We’ll be
traveling
through
Piter
[Leningrad], but of course we
won’t see each other. If I end up
in the North, then if things turn
out we’ll see each other again in
a year and a half, maybe even a
bit less.
I onlyy ggot
disenfranchised (-14), i.e., I
can’t live in the capital cities, so
I won’t be trying to squeeze into
the trolley cars! They feed us
okay here, but all the same it
would be good to get to the
camp faster, so we’ll get
released sooner. Warm regards,
Il’ya.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
Partial Amnesty.
The Soviet authorities granted a number of amnesties from 1918 on, usually to
commemorate
t the
th October
O t b 1917 coup or the
th completion
l ti off some major
j construction
t ti
project. Sometimes it was to relieve pressure on the camps and prisons when sudden
overcrowding (too many arrests) threatened to disrupt production. These amnesties
almost always excluded politicals; it was the criminals who benefited.

A postcard from the Kremlin in
Moscow to the Municipal People’s
Court in Vyshny Volochek, Moscow
Oblast’, mailed on 3 August 1934. The
text reads, “The All-Union Central
Executive Committee’s Commission on
Partial Amnesty Cases requests that you
send a copy of the sentence for the case
of M.G. Kravkin, who was convicted by
the 5th Rayon People’s Court in 1929
under
d Article
A ti l 111 off the
th Criminal
C i i l Code
C d
to 1 ½ years’ imprisonment and a fine of
1300 rubles.” The two manuscript
notations at top read, “Find the case file
and give it to me,” and “Served his
sentence, 13/8/34…”

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
“Special Settlers” and Western Siberia.
IIn the
th early
l 1930s,
1930 hundreds
h d d off thousands
th
d off “kulak”
“k l k” peasants,
t “declassed
“d l
d persons””
(vagrants, the homeless, etc.) and petty criminals were summarily exiled to Western
Siberia and herded into “labor settlements” within special areas called “komendatury.”
They were often forced to set up their own shelters from scratch, and they had to fulfill
work norms, much as the zeks in the labor camps did, but usually with far less food.
Tens of thousands died of disease, exposure, starvation and cannibalism. Escape was
illegal and fugitives were pursued and punished if caught.
illegal,
caught Much of their labor went to
support agriculture, logging, and gold- and coal-mining operations.

An adversityy cover made
from the pages of
Sel’skaya Pravda” (Rural
Truth) and sent from
Kolyvan’ on 30 June 1934
to the Secretary of the
Western
Siberian
Communist
Party
Territorial
Committee,
Robert
Indrikhovich
Eikhe.
The
Kolyvan’
Komendatura
d t
was
th
the
southernmost of 13 such
administrative entities in
the northern reaches of
Novosibirsk Oblast’. As
this rude cover comes
from a rural council
within the komendatura
and is addressed to one of
the men responsible for
feeding, clothing and
supplying the “special
settlers,”
, it is likelyy it
contained an appeal for
help or a complaint about
the local authorities.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
The Etaps (Transports).
Prisoners being sent to their corrective-labor camp would often pass
through
g a number of transit pprisons,, pplaces where theyy could be held
until there were sufficient numbers of prisoners and the means of
transportation became available for the next leg of the journey. Mail
from such places is rare. The painting at right shows zeks seated in the
snow in ranks five-abreast after being detrained and herded into a
column.
(Art by N. Getman, accessed on 24 April 2003 at
http://www.jamestown.org/getman/getman-art/51.jpg.)

Reverse.
An adversity envelope made from a cigarette-paper packet and sent postage due from Kurgan
Transit Prison to Leningrad on 21 October 1938. The message, scribbled hastily on cigarette
paper, reads “6 Oct. Dear Mama. I’m en route at Kurgan. I’m alive and well, and feel okay.
When I get to Karaganda I’ll try to write immediately. I’m wondering if you’ve opened my
room, [where] I left another power of attorney in your name, Mama…”

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
The Etaps (Transports).
When prisoners were transferred from one prison or camp to another, the authorities would send
th
them
b whatever
by
h t
means were available:
il bl train,
t i ship,
hi barge,
b
t k or on foot.
trucks
f t Many
M
di d or
died
sickened on these etaps, especially during winter in Siberia and summer in Central Asia.

Leningrad ballerina
Nina Anisimova’s
14 Nov. 1938 letter
from the KARLAG
to her husband in
Leningrad: “…I am
still in Karabas, and
I’ve
just
been
assigned to a longdistance etap, so I
probably won’t have
to
stay
in
Kazakhstan.”
She
was wrong…

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
Transport by Sea to DAL’STROY.
One of the horrors of the camp-and-prison transit system was the voyage from Vladivostok to
the gateway of DAL’STROY – Nagayevo Bay at Magadan. Prisoners were locked below in
the ships’ holds and kept there for fear that they would be spotted by foreign ships or planes.
Sea-sickness, the stench of unwashed, tightly packed bodies, and attacks by the criminals on
the politicals and the women prisoners made this a hazardous, hellish trip.

Posted to Moscow by
a zek aboard the
“Khabarovsk”
at
Vladivostok harbor,
10 June 1935. The
steamer was destined
for Magadan. This
man was “lucky” in
that sailing in June
was
infinitely
preferable to October
and beyond, when the
weather on the Sea of
Okhotsk worsens.

On reverse:
“I’m
I m writing to you from the
steamer
“Khabarovsk,”
sitting at the pier in the
harbor. They say we’re
going to be leaving today,
the 7th. It’s not too bad on
the ‘tweendeck, but it’s
packed. In any event, if
there’s not a lot of rolling it
will be okay.”

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
The GULAG and the Great Purge.

With widespread extra-judicial and summary sentences by the notorious NKVD
“troikas” sending hundreds of thousands of people to their deaths or incarceration
during the Great Purge, a tremendous amount of correspondence was generated
between the prisoners on one hand and the courts on the other. Zeks poured into the
GULAG and appeals for clemency, leniency and acquittal flooded out of the camps and
prisons, but very few sentences were overturned. Indeed, once a death sentence was
passed, the prisoner often heard the sentence immediately before execution, rendering
moot any appeal.

A registered letter from the NKVD Rayon Department (RO) at Shumerlya Station,
Chuvash ASSR, to the people’s court in the ASSR capital, Alatyr’, arriving on 9 April
1937. The sender was most probably being interrogated or held temporarily at the RO,
and was sending an appeal or a statement to the court.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
The Great Purge – Former Jailers as Zeks.

The Great Purge of 1935-1938 cut through the top and middle levels of the Communist
Party, Armed Forces and government like a scythe. Many party members, to include
camp bosses and NKVD interrogators, ended up shot or imprisoned. Robert
Indrikhovich Eikhe, the Secretary of the Western Siberian Territorial Committee and an
instrumental player in the horrific deportation of peasants to the inhospitable taiga region
north of Novosibirsk, was arrested during the Great Purge and tortured in an effort to
gain a “confession.” Eikhe’s spine was broken by one of his interrogators, and his letter
was among those quoted by Khrushchev in his speech exposing some of Stalin’s crimes
before the XX Party Congress in 1956.

Registered classified mail (“SECRET,” upgraded to “OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE”)
from the Moshkinsky Timber Industry Enterprise at Dubrovino in Western Siberia,
mailed on 6 May 1935 to the Secretary of the Western Siberian Territorial Committee,
R.I. Eikhe, who worked closely with SIBLAG. Although it did not use the labor of
“special settlers,” this timber outfit almost undoubtedly exploited zeks from SIBLAG.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
Executions in the Great Purge, 1935-1938.
Using the staged Kirov murder in late 1934 as a pretext,
pretext Stalin launched the Great Purge the
following year, wiping out most of the USSR’s military, political, and intellectual leadership. At
the height of the mass terror campaign – 1937 – 353,074 people were shot. Those that weren’t
went to the camps as slave labor, or to the prisons.

A “Top Secret” NKVD execution form, dated 10 October 1938, recording that Ivan Stepanovich
Razukhin was shot by State Security Sr. Lieutenant A.R. Polikarpov on 9 October, in accordance with
the sentence passed by the Leningrad Oblast’ NKVD Directorate’s Special Troika.

V. Life and Death in the Camps and Prisons:
“The Other Metastasis” – Nazi Adoption of Soviet Methods.
According to Rudolf Hess, the man who organized the Auschwitz concentration camp, Nazi
Germanyy studied the Soviet forced-labor camps
p in ggreat detail and adopted
p
manyy of the latter’s
techniques. Although the Soviet camp system was designed to force people to work while the Nazi
system was intended to kill, the brutal social and harsh environmental conditions of the Soviet camps
amounted to much the same thing – high mortality. Both were, in the words of Anne Applebaum,
“industrialized methods of incarceration.” Some unfortunate souls had the opportunity to compare
life and death in the Nazi camps with those of the GULAG, as they were imprisoned in both.

These two picture
postcards are part of a
series issued by the
Państwowy Muzeum
w Oświęcimiu (the
Auschwitz Museum)
in 1952. They were
printed
in
four
languages.
g g

“On
On the way
a
to a work
site,” issued in
November
1952.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940).

“The Bolshevik Party leads /
Forward to communism!” (From a
poster preserved in the Perm’-36 Museum.)

On paper, at least, this period began on
11 July 1929 with the Council of
People’s Commissars (SNK) decree
entitled “On the use of criminal prison
labor.”
That day ushered in the
GULAG, the acronym for the Main
Camp Directorate of the NKVD, and
GULAG was to be the bureaucracy
that made use of such labor. For the
first time, the work of zeks was
considered to be a strategic asset, one
th t could
that
ld be
b marshaled
h l d to
t complete
l t
massive construction (or naturalresources extraction) projects in short
amounts of time. That meant that the
political police – first the OGPU and
then the NKVD – became the
primary commissariat for industrial
production of any sort. When Stalin
decreed a major project somewhere,
the police – nominally in charge of
upholding law and order – would
arrest tens of thousands who had
broken neither law nor order and dumpp
them into the camps to supply the
slave labor. Arrest (and on occasion –
execution) by quota.

This period was characterized by the birth of the
GULAG proper andd a subsequent
b
t expansion
i
f
far
beyond the bounds of USLON in the White Sea area.
Wherever there was a perceived need for slave labor
in a sparsely-populated area, there went the GULAG.
It spread quickly, metastasizing at a frantic rate over
the northern Urals, across Siberia into the farthest
reaches of the Kolyma,
Kolyma and down into Central Asia.
Asia
Huge, sprawling camp complexes like DAL’LAG
(1929), SIBLAG (1929), BAMLAG (1931),
BELBALTLAG (1931), KARLAG (1931) and a host
of smaller LAGs arose in rapid succession, either out
of the original “Solovki” in the north or far away and
independently.
p
y

A receipt for a 20-ruble postal money order issued on 17
April 1938. Given to a prisoner, A.S. Sigg, the receipt form
was specifically for use at the Leningrad Investigative
Prison, Arsenal’naya naberezhnaya, No. 5.

IV. Maturity (1930-1940):
Non-GULAG Compulsory Work.

Outside of the GULAG there were other forced
forced-labor
labor institutions, although these were of a
relatively minor character that usually had nothing to do with the big projects. “Convicts”
were allowed to return home at the end of a day and then report for work the next morning.

Compulsory work was a punishment
inflicted on individuals convicted of
minor crimes and not sentenced to
confinement.
This labor could be
imposed for a period of up to one year
and be accompanied by a reduction in
pay, mandatory overtime and a forced
transfer to some other place or job.

Obverse

This postcard was sent on 12 June 1930
from the 1st Police Section in IvanovoVoznesensk to the Compulsory Labor
Bureau of the 5th Precinct People’s Court
in Vyshnii Volochek. It accompanied a
sentence of one month at compulsory
labor, based on Article 17-109 of the
Criminal Code.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Unrecorded Camps.

Not all of the GULAG’s history and pre-history has been reconstructed, especially in the
years from 1920 to the early 1930s. Some archives were destroyed, some operations had
very sloppy bookkeeping practices, and still other archives remain inaccessible. There is
no record, for instance, of the “Yugorskiy lager’” shown in the address of the card
below, but it was almost certainly a part of or affiliated with UPITLAG in the Pechora
Ri
River
B i an offspring
Basin,
ff i off “Solovki.”
“S l ki ”

This propaganda postcard is addressed from Leningrad to Boris L’vovich Katsenel’sen –
a zek at the OGPU’s Yugorskiy camp in the region of Ukhta, Komi Oblast’. Mailed on 9
November 1931, it didn’t reach the addressee until 3 January 1932, a delay of over 1.5
months. Zeks were moved whenever and wherever labor was required, and in a new
camp complex with little or no infrastructure and roads, lengthy mail delays were very
frequent.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940): White Sea – Baltic CorrectiveLabor Camp Complex (BELBALTLAG).
The construction of the Belomor
Canal was the USSR’s first grandiose
f
forced-labor
dl b
project,
j
strongly
l
reminiscent of Peter the Great’s
approach. So hurried was the tempo
and so primitive were the tools
available that the canal was
essentially worthless on its opening
day Too shallow to admit big ships,
day.
ships
the traffic on it is very light to this
day.
At left is a postcard issued in honor
of “BELMORSTROY 1932-1933,”
showing a variety of scenes.

A letter from a zek at Polushkino Station on the “White Sea-Baltic Railroad, Vasil’evskoye
village, N.K.V.T. (sic) camp.” The stamp wasn’t cancelled until the letter reached Moscow on 1
July 1938. (A railroad spur was built from the canal to Monche-Tundra Station, present-day
Monchegorsk.)

White Sea

Ad’zvavom

Ust’-Usa
Pechora,
Kozhva

Perm’

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Ukhta-Pechora Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex (UPITLAG).

This camp complex, another offspring of USLON, was
established on 6 June 1931. Its primary activities were
oil and gas exploration and extraction, coal and radium
mining, lumbering, and numerous construction projects
including roads and railroads. Four of UPITLAG’s
subsections later became big camp complexes in their
own right: VORKUTLAG, UKhTIZhEMLAG,
SEVZhELDORLAG and UST’VYMLAG.
In 1932 it held approximately 9,000 zeks, but that
number more than doubled in the following year.

A propaganda postcard sent from Leningrad on 2 February 1932 to “Komi Oblast’,
Ust’-Usa Ad’zvavom, UPITLag,” then rerouted to Kozhva. The address reflects the
great sprawl of these northern camps; Ad’zvavom is slightly north of the Arctic Circle,
Ust’-Usa is approximately 120 kilometers southwest of Ad’zvavom, and Kozhva is
about 100 kilometers south of Ust’-Usa.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Baikal-Amur Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (BAMLAG).

Yerofey Pavlovich St
St.

Khabarovsk
Manchuria
Chita

BAMLAG was organized
i d on 10 November
N
b 1932 andd closed
l d on 22 May
M 1938,
1938 although
lth
h it had
h d many
offshoots after that. Throughout its existence it belonged to GULAG, and over 1.1 million zeks
passed through it. Most of its work concerned expansion of the Trans-Siberian, Trans-Baikal and
Amur Railroads, increasing their carrying capacity by adding another track, and building spur lines.
In May 1933 the camp complex held approximately 35,000 prisoners, but that number would soar to
over 200,000 by January 1938.
This cover was sent on 15 May 1933 by the chief of BAMLAG
BAMLAG’ss 1st Base Camp at Yerofey Pavlovich
Station to the “Workers’ Enlightenment” publishing house in Sverdlovsk.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Corrective Labor Colonies (Исправительно-трудовые колонии).

On reverse.

Corrective labor colonies, or ITKs, were introduced in
1922 and lasted until 1956 as confinement facilities for
males and females over 17 years old who had been
sentenced for terms of up to three years (up to five years
after 1934).
1934) However,
However juveniles were also sent to these
ITKs, and some of them had been sentenced to “tenners”
– ten-year terms. The arrival mark at left reads Kalii
rudnik, meaning “Potassium Mine,” showing what this
particular prisoner was probably forced to do.

Posted from Leningrad on 23 December 1934 to “Berezniki, Sverdlovsk oblast’, Churtan,
Kaliynaya Gorka, Voroshilov Corrective Labor Colony, Sector I, Mayzel’, Boris
Grigor’evich.”

VI. Maturity (1930-1940): Corrective-Labor Colonies.

At left: An adversity envelope
probably sent by a zek at Tambov
Corrective-Labor Colony No. 1
(violet rectangular marking – ITK
No. 1), addressed to the 2nd
Precinct People
People’ss Investigator in
Tambov and posted in early
October 1940.

Above: This
Ab
Thi is
i a partt off the
th B.G.
B G Mayzel’
M
l’ correspondence
d
f
from
th mid-1930s,
the
id 1930 posted
t d in
i
early June 1935 from Leningrad and reaching its destination on 13 June. Here, Mayzel’
has been moved along the railroad to the town of Kabakovsk in Sverdlovsk Oblast’,
where there was a train terminal and a part of the Voroshilov Corrective-Labor Colony
(ITK). (Neither the location nor the camp sector has been recorded in Soviet camp
literature.) It is likely he was engaged in timber clearing or railroad construction.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Siberian Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (SIBLAG).

Tomsk
Mariinsk

Novosibirsk

Organized at some point in the
fall of 1929, SIBLAG was
centered in the area of
Novosibirsk and Mariinsk. At
the time this cover was sent,
approximately
50,000
zeks
served as slave labor in a variety
of agricultural, lumbering, coalmining,
and
road-building
operations,
among
other
activities.

Sent postage due from Vyshe-Chebulinskoye in Tomsk Oblast’ to Moscow, 7 June 1934.
The sender gives his return address as “Mariinsk, SIBLAG OGPU, 3rd OrlovoRozovskoye Section, 3rd Hog Farm.”

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Siberian Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (SIBLAG).

SIBLAG was transferred from the GULAG to the Department
of Camps, Work Settlements and Places of Confinement
(OLTPiMZ) in the NKVD Western Siberian Kray Directorate
on 8 May 1935. Its headquarters also moved in that year,
shiftingg from Mariinsk to Novosibirsk. ((The HQ
Q bounced
back and forth between those two cities several times between
1929 and 1960, depending on bureaucratic shuffles and where
the work projects were centered.)
A zek’s coat. (Picture from
the Perm’-36 Museum CD.)

A cover from a zek at Yaya Station on the Tomsk Railroad, SIBLAG NKVD, posted
on 3 December 1935 to Moscow. Yaya was the site of a clothes factory that was built
by zek labor; it was the GULAG’s biggest such enterprise, producing articles of
clothing for prisoners in SIBLAG and other camp complexes in the GULAG.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
The Far Eastern Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex (DAL’LAG).

This camp complex was one of many set up in response to a Council of People’s
Commissariats decree of 11 July 1929 to use zek labor to facilitate colonization of the
USSR’s remote areas. DAL’LAG began operations sometime in 1930, with emphasis on
lumbering, gold mining, and railroad construction. When this letter was sent, there were
approximately 60,000 prisoners in the complex.

An ordinary letter from Vyshniy Volochek, Moscow Oblast’ to Khabarovsk in the Far
Eastern Territory, posted on 23 January 1935. Addressed to the 3rd Department of the
NKVD DAL
DAL’LAG
LAG, it was to be forwarded to a remote base camp,
camp or komandirovka,
komandirovka
working on an unspecified construction project.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
NKVD Labor Colonies
(Трудколонии НКВД).

Labor colonies were first established in 1922, and they were reserved for first-time, nonpolitical offenders from the working class who had been sentenced for “accidental” crimes
to terms up to five years’ deprivation of freedom without strict isolation. The regime at
these colonies was not as severe as at corrective
corrective-labor
labor camps because workers were the
favored class. And because they were favored, they had to be isolated from the politicals
lest they become “infected.” The labor colonies therefore served the purpose of separating
them from the rest of the camp population and putting them to work on handicrafts,
agriculture or manufactory jobs.

An ordinary letter from a zek in Dormitory 3 of the NKVD Labor Colony at Kungur,
Sverdlovsk Oblast’, to the writer Aleksey Kartsev on the staff of the “Novyy mir”
((New World)) magazine
g
editorial board,, 7 April
p 1937.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Temnikov Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (TEMLAG).

Temnikov
Pot’ma
Moscow

•

TEMLAG was organized on 6 June 1931 and subordinated to the GULAG. Located in
the Mordovian ASSR, its zeks worked primarily in logging operations and railroad
construction. There were 20,000-25,000 prisoners there in 1937.

Addressed from Moscow to a zek at Pot’ma, Leninskaya RR, TEMLAG NKVD, timber mill
base camp, Nil Mikhaylovich Chernyshev,” 23 August 1937.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Northern Urals Corrective-Labor Camp Complex
(SEVERURALLAG).

SEVERURALLAG was formed in 1931, subordinate to the OGPU’s Directorate of
Northern Special-Purpose Forced Labor Camps (USLON OGPU) and therefore a
“child” of the Solovetsky Islands. Its primary purpose was lumbering. In 1934, it
b
became
partt off the
th NKVD’s
NKVD’ GULAG system,
t
andd was noted
t d for
f its
it high
hi h mortality
t lit rate.
t

This envelope was date-stamped in Turinsk, Sverdlovsk Oblast’, on 27 April 1938,
and sent to Rostov-na-Donu. The return address reads “From Sergey Petrovich
Osinsky Saragulka Station,
Osinsky,
Station Sverdlovsk Oblast
Oblast’, Saragul
Saragul’sk
sk Section of the Northern
Urals Camp Complex, Base Camp No. 10, Column No. 1.”

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Northern Urals Corrective-Labor
Camp Complex (SEVERURALLAG).

Zeks hauling logs in the mountains.
(Picture from Applebaum, GULAG: A History, New York, 2003, fig. 10b.)

A second item from the S.P. Osinsky correspondence, sent to Rostov-na-Donu on 18
September 1938 from “Saragulka Station, Sverdlovsk Oblast’, Saragul’skoye Section of
the Northern Urals Camp Complex, Base Camp One,” showing that Osinsky had been
transferred to a different base camp.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
The White-Sea – Baltic
Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex (BELBALTLAG).
Below: A letter from “Udaleyev, Ivan
Semenovich, 2nd Section of the Watershed” (red
arrow) sent to Dnepropetrovsk on 5 April 1932.
The Watershed (Vodorazdel) was an escarpment
between the lakes of Vadlozero and Matkozero
that
h had
h d to be
b overcome in
i order
d to complete
l the
h
Belomor Canal. This was the so-called “165th
Canal,” or section, that required frantic digging,
and many lost their lives due to the arbitrary
deadline set for its completion.

(Photo of the Watershed Canal from “BelomorskoBaltiyskiy Kanal imeni Stalina,” p. 445.)

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Labor Communes (Трудовые коммуны).
The OGPU established
it first
its
fi t labor
l b commune
for juvenile criminals
(13-17) in 1924, at
Bolshevo, not far from
Moscow. Another one
followed soon after at
Lyubertsy.
Lyubertsy
Left: An 11 October
1934 one-day pass
issued to a member of
OGPU Labor Commune
No. 1 at Bolshevo on
the Northern Railroad.
Below: Posted from
Labor Commune No. 2
in Moscow Oblast’ on
13 August 1938 to
Moscow.

The return address
reads “Lyubertsy
Station Leningrad
Station,
RR, Dzerzhinsky
Labor Commune
No.
2,
OKS
Corrective Labor
Colony,
Yu.
Paranyushkin.”
y
(Lyubertsy is a
Moscow suburb.)
Note also the space
at the top of the
cancellation. The
initials
“OGPU”
(or less likely,
“NKVD”)
have
been excised.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Nagayevo Bay, the Gateway to Kolyma and
DAL’STROY.

Ust’e-Utinaya

This bay – Bukhta Nagayevo – was the closest to the gold
fields of the Kolyma Peninsula. Several million zeks were
shipped through this port and then transported or marched
up the Kolyma Highway, which was itself built by zek labor.
U t’ Uti
Ust’e-Utinaya,
l t d near Orotukan,
located
O t k
was a gold-mining
ld i i
operation. The USSR’s “gold rush” to this area was in fact a
“gold push,” as mostly slave labor was employed.
Bukhta
Nagayevo

(The map is from Janusz Bardach’s Man Is Wolf to Man, University of
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1998.)

This envelope was posted by a zek at ”Far Eastern Territory, Bukhta Nagayevo, Ust’eUtinoy” and addressed to Moscow, but it was taken first to Leningrad. Arriving on 14
December 1936, it was rerouted to Moscow the following day, and was assessed 40
kopecks postage due (violet oval marking).

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Northeastern Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (SVITL)
and the Main Directorate for Construction in the Far East
(DAL’STROY).
DAL’STROY was born on 13 November 1931. Its initial purposes were to search for, extract
and process gold in the Kolyma Peninsula north of Magadan, build a highway from Bukhta
Nagayevo (Nagayevo Bay) to the gold fields so that the gold could be transported out, and
construct industries for the Soviet Far East. The NKVD ran DALSTROY as an independent
fiefdom, and it was vast. By 19 March 1941, it covered 2,266,000 square kilometers. When
this envelope was mailed in 1939, DAL’STROY commanded a slave-labor force of more than
140,000 zeks.

A registered letter addressed to the NKVD Plenipotentiary of the Far Eastern Territory at
Nagayevo Bay (Magadan), posted from Yerevan in the Armenian SSR on 21 July 1939.

On reverse:
Magadan arrival
postmark of 5
September 1939.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Northeastern Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (SVITL)
and the Main Directorate for Construction in the Far East
(DAL’STROY).

There were dozens of mineshafts and open-pit mines north of Magadan, all of them using
zek labor to extract gold. Among the largest was the Shturmovoy open-pit mine at
N
Nagayevo
B
Bay.
Z k nott only
Zeks
l did the
th digging,
di i
th also
they
l did the
th searching.
hi
M
Many
off the
th
geologists who performed the initial prospecting and survey work were themselves
prisoners.

An ordinary letter posted from Losikha in Altai Kray to the NKVD chief of the
“Shturmovoy” open-pit mine at Bukhta Nagayevo. The enclosed letter was probably for
a zek at the mine, sent in care of the chief. The Magadan postmark on the reverse shows
that it arrived on 29 August 1939.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
Karaganda Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (KARLAG).

Karaganda

Dolinka

Lake Balkhash

KARLAG in the Kazakh SSR was organized in
1931 out of the former Kazakhstan ITL OGPU and
existed until 1959. Headquartered in Dolinka
(Dolinskoye), Karaganda Oblast’, it was a part of
the GULAG from 1937 to 1955. In 1938 there
were over 40,000 zeks held there, working at a
wide variety of tasks, ranging from the fishing
industry on Lake Balkhash to coal mining and
agriculture.
The cover below was sent by Leningrad ballerina
Ni Anisimova
Nina
A ii
f
from
D li k Post
Dolinka,
P t Office
Offi Box
B
4/3, on 6 March 1939. (The number “4” was the
Karabas Transit Point; “3” was an outlying smaller
camp. As usual from this complex prior to WWII,
there are no censor marks.

VI. Maturity (1930-1940):
NKVD Prisons – Sretenskaya.

The Soviet prison system underwent frequent
reorganizations and name changes between
1934 and 1940. Sometimes the prisons were
subordinated to the Department of
Incarceration Facilities (OMZ) under the
GULAG, and at other times to the NKVD or
the NKGB. The item below is a rare
example of official mail from an NKVD
political isolator (on 11 November 1935,
they became known simply as “NKVD
prisons”).

An NKVD prison. (Picture from Shifrin, The First
Guidebook to Prisons and Concentration Camps of the
Soviet Union, 1982, p. 137.)

Local official mail from the NKVD’s Sretenskaya Prison (one of seven NKVD political
isolators) in Moscow to the 1st Precinct People’s Court of Kirovsky Rayon at
Kommunisticheskaya, 4, ca. 1936-1937. The handstamp at upper right shows that it is classified
SECRET, and repeats the text of the circular handstamp immediately below it: Prison No. ?2?
of Moscow / NKVD Directorate of Moscow Oblast’. The Sretenskaya NKVD Prison did not
exist for long.

VII. Middle Age (1941-1953):
The GULAG Empire & Other
Main Directorates Employing
Slave Labor.
GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946).
Restoration (Late 1946 – 1948).
Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953).

Drawing of a “last-legger”
zek – a former pprofessor.
(From the Perm’-36 Museum
DVD.)

This period was shaped by WWII and characterized by the
rise of the so-called “camp-industrial complex.” Forced-labor
camps were set up right next to major industrial sites, and the
zeks were compelled to work in the factory next door and
spend their “off-duty” hours behind the fences of their
compound. This treatment was similar to that of the peasants
in Urals and Siberian mines and manufactories duringg the
Imperial period, albeit on a much larger scale. Many projects
were closed down; many others sprang up.

The camp population declined substantially as hundreds of thousands of zeks were called upon to fight
for the system that had imprisoned them. They were turned into soldiers, and the remainder was left
to be worked to exhaustion and starved to death. Mortality rates reached all-time highs in the camps
during the war years,
years and the sharashki – research labs,
labs design bureaus and think tanks populated by
zeks – kept tens of thousands of the USSR’s best scientific and technical minds behind barbed wire.
Once the war was over, Stalin began restoring the GULAG; it reached its apogee in the early 1950s.
The BELBALTKOMBINAT, or
White Sea
Sea–Baltic
Baltic
Combine, closed
down
when
BELBALTLAG
was shuttered on
18 Sep. 1941,
soon after
the
Nazi
invasion.
This
registered
cover was mailed
from Kansk in
Krasnoyarsk Territory
to
a
Leningrad court
on 25 Dec. 1941
by the chief of
the
Combine’s
Liquidation Committee.

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
“Stalin’s Camps” and the Call to Arms.

The GULAG’s reaction to Hitler’s attack at 0400 on 22 June 1941 was relatively swift.
Many political prisoners, despite their treatment at the hands of Stalin’s henchmen, lined
up in the camps and willingly volunteered to fight at the front. The NKVD actively
recruited specialists and technicians from its zek ranks, and they responded in droves.
For many, it was a patriotic duty to defend Mother Russia; for some, anything was better
than the camps.

A ppostcard from “Stalin’s Camps,
p , Chirchik,, Post Office
ff Box 30,”
, mailed from Chirchik
on 1 July 1941 to Tashkent. The sender is identified only by his last name, Ignat’ev, and
no title. In the text on the reverse, he writes that he has received the money his wife sent
to buy a suitcase. With the Nazi invasion of the USSR only 10 days old, zeks were
already being recruited for the front.
(These camps are not mentioned in the literature, although a corrective-labor camp
complex was established in Chirchik, Uzbek SSR in 1946 to produce heavy water for
nuclear reactors. PO Box 30 may have been a defense-industries plant using zek labor.)

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
“Stalin’s Camps” and the Call to Arms.
The rapid German advance in the summer of 1941 overran or surrounded hundreds of
p , and defensive lines crumbled almost as fast as theyy were
thousands of Soviet troops,
established. The Red Army high command was hard-pressed to move its reserves up to the
front, whether they were soldiers or just-released zeks, and decide where they should be
sent.

This postcard is from the Ignat’ev correspondence between “Stalin’s Camps” and Tashkent.
Although the return address and PO Box (30) are the same, Ignat’ev’s actual location and fortunes
have changed. Now the return address shows a title: Technician 1st Class. The card was mailed
from Syzran’, not far to the west of Kuybyshev, on 12 July 1941, and he writes, “Before us now are
three routes: southwest, west and north. In a day we’ll know exactly [which way we’ll be going].”
Syzran’ was a railroad hub, with three lines heading in those directions. Ignat’ev was on his way to
the front to defend his homeland; his return address was still that of captivity.

Excerpt from text on back,
reduced to 85%.

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
The Sharashki.

The OGPU had rented out arrested scientists and technicians to various enterprises as early
as the 1920s, and a number of special research institutes staffed by zeks were established in
the 1930s, but the term sharashka was not introduced until 1938, by then-MVD Chief
Lavrenty Beria. After late June 1941, sharashki sprang up in many places. Tens of
thousands of highly educated people were culled from the camps or arrested on the streets
and forced to work in these slave-labor camp/defense projects.

A letter from a zechka in Akmolinsk, Post Office Box 12, Barracks 32, sent on 24 March
1941 to Khortitsa in the Ukrainian SSR. The cancellation reads Settlement No. 26,
Akmolinsk. The city and the PO box number are the same as those on the cover of the next
page.

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
The Sharashki.

At right: obverse. A postcard mailed
from Moscow on 26 November
1945 by the 26-year-old daughter of
g, Her mother –
Zinaida N. Ginzburg,.
“file number 258712” (red arrow) –
was a prisoner at Post Office Box 12
in Akmolinsk, Kazakh SSR.

A sharashka was a special prison
within or attached to a research
laboratory, institute, or defense
industry facility.
The scientists,
mathematicians and skilled technicians
who had been arrested on some
trumped-up charge were forced to
work in these prisons for nothing more
than a better food ration. The practice
was especially
i ll widespread
id
d in
i the
th
USSR during WWII and immediately
after.
To maintain security, their location
was denoted by nothing more than a
post box number. In addition, each
prisoner had a special file number (l.d.
(l d
– lichnoye delo) which identified them
and accompanied them when they
were transferred.

“Censor No.”

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Wartime Restructuring of the Camps.
The German attack caused a wrenching realignment of major projects in the USSR, around 60 of
which were cancelled outright or postponed. Other strategic work sites were beefed up with more
zeks and the postcard below is an example of this.
zeks,
this The zechka to whom this was addressed worked
in a sharashka in Akmolinsk, approximately 200 km northwest of Karaganda. KARLAG Censor No.
9 may have been deployed to Akmolinsk, or the card was brought back to Dolinka or Karaganda for
censoring.

“KARLAG NKVD
[SSSR] CENSOR /
No. 9” (the illegible
ppart
of
the
handstamp to the
right of NKVD
contains the letters
SSSR.)

This card is also noteworthy for the censor mark itself. In WWII, military censorship was imposed on
the entire country, but the NKVD continued to use its own censors, and that is reflected in the marking
here; there is no mention of “military.”

On obverse:
An address-request postcard pressed
into use as an ordinary card, sent from
Izhevsk on 3 February 1942 to Zinaida
N
Naumovna
Gi b
Ginzburg
att Post
P t Office
Offi
Box 12, Akmolinsk, Kazakh SSR.
There is no mention of KARLAG in
the address.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
The “Prisoner Loan” to Other Main Directorates.

On 1 April 1939 the NKVD established the SOLIKAMSTROY Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex out of USOL’LAG in order to provide slave labor primarily for the construction of
a huge pulp-and-paper mill at the town of Solikamsk, north of Molotov (Perm’). In addition
to the mill, the prisoners worked at quarries, built a concrete-production plant, and even
helped
p construct tugboats
g
for the Kama and Volga
g Rivers. In late Februaryy 1941 it was
transferred from GULAG to the Main Directorate for Industrial-Construction Camps
(GULPS) and remained in that directorate until after the war. As of 1 January 1942 it held
10,531 zeks.

A postcard from P.O. Box 209 (SOLIKAMSTROY), Letter Ye/7 at Zolyno, near Il’ino
Station, Ivanovo Oblast’ to Yaroslavl’, mailed on 15 May 1942. Examined by Military
Censor No.
No 9 at Gor
Gor’kiy
kiy.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
“Prisoner Loan” to Other Main Directorates.

The 3 February 1941 decree issued by the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet abolished
the Main State Security Directorate (GUGB), replaced it with the NKGB, and split that off
from the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD), so that now the camps and the
political police were under different roofs. The GULAG still remained under the NKVD
umbrella,
b ll but
b on 26 February
b
1941 it
i was joined
j i d by
b nine
i other
h directorates
di
andd main
i
directorates, each one overseeing labor camps in support of a specific industry. In addition to
the GULAG there were now new and ominous-sounding abbreviations, e.g. GULPS (Main
Directorate for Industrial-Construction Camps), GULLP (Main Directorate for LumberIndustry Camps), and GULZhDS (Main Directorate for Railroad-Construction Camps).

Official mail (classified “SECRET”)
SECRET ) from the Directorate of the Caspian Corrective-Labor
Corrective Labor
Camp Complex and Construction Project No. 2, subordinate to the GUAS NKVD – the Main
Directorate for Airfield Construction (born on 27 March 1941). It is addressed from Baku to
the Chairman of the Molotovsky Rayon People’s Court in Yerevan, Armenian SSR, ca. 19411942.

The

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
The “Prisoner Loan” to Subordinate Directorates.

A letter mailed from a zek at Solikamsk, Post Box 244/19 (USOL’LAG) to Leningrad,
8 September 1944. The Usol’e Corrective Labor-Camp Complex was formed on 5
February 1938 with headquarters in Solikamsk. At the time this letter was sent,
USOL’LAG was subordinate to the NKVD’s Camp Directorate for the Lumber
Industry (ULLP), holding approximately 20,000 prisoners. They were engaged in
lumbering, brick-making, construction of roads and a narrow-gauge railroad, servicing
ship-repair yards and a number of other activities.

Censor mark on reverse: “Operational-Chekist
Department of USOL’LAG NKVD USSR / No.
15.”
(This department was responsible for political
monitoring within the camp. It also recruited
stoolies from among the zeks.)

VII. A. Middle Age – GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946).
The “Prisoner Loan” to Other Commissariats.

The Soviet Union’s defense industries had always had a high priority before WWII,
but the massive losses in materiel and territory caused such tremendous disruptions in
the USSR’s ability to produce armaments that reconstituting and expanding its defense
establishment
bli h
b
became
critical.
i i l Entire
i factories
f
i were evacuatedd from
f
the
h western
regions and relocated further east, and the NKVD’s GULAG farmed out its zeks to a
wide range of other commissariats (ministries). One such was the People’s
Commissariat of Mortar Armaments (NKMV), which was established on 26
November 1941. It survived until 17 February 1946.

A registered letter from a soldier at Field Post #02302-2, mailed on 17 August 1944 to
a woman working in the Registration-and-Allocation Unit of the NKVD Separate
Base Camp (OLP) at the NKMV’s Ukhtomsky Plant No. 711 in Lyubertsy, a suburb of
Moscow. Checked by Military Censor No. 01598.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Zek Shortages.
The catastrophic losses suffered by the Red Army in the first months of the war forced
the state to release many zeks before their sentences had expired and press them into the
military. By the end of 1941, approximately 420,000 prisoners had gone from zek
behind barbed wire to soldier at the front.

An excerpt from the enclosed letter:
“Right now I’m alive and well, at the
front. I feel great, full of strength and
hopes for the complete and quick
destruction of the enemy and my return
home. After I was released I wanted to get
into Leningrad,
g , but that was too
difficult…” (The sender wanted to fight in
besieged Leningrad.)

This letter, mailed to Leningrad on 14 May 1942, is from a recent ex-zek in the variety
theater troupe at TEMLAG; he is now serving in the second battalion of an independent
naval rifle brigade supported by Field Post Station 1799.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Zek Shortages.

The USSR’s second year of the war, 1942, saw terrible mortality rates in many of the camps.
The total number of officially-recorded deaths in the camps for 1942 alone was 351,360.
This was due to the disruptions in transportation, the loss of the Ukrainian breadbasket to
Nazi Germany, and the early release of 420,000 zeks from the camps the year before to
replace losses at the front, which resulted in draconian measures being forced on the
remaining prisoners to take up the slack in production. They had to work longer hours to
fulfill higher norms, but on the same amount of food or less. In some of the camps, especially
in the northern regions, the death rate exceeded 10% of the average monthly number of zeks.

Sent by a zek at UST’VYMLAG to Chkalov on 12 August 1942, the return address reads
“Postal Branch Office Vozhael’, Zheleznodorozhnyy rayon, Komi ASSR, Post Office Box
243/1, Aleksandr Sergeyevich Lizarevich.”
At the time this card was mailed, UST’VYMLAG was subordinate to the NKVD’s
Directorate of Corrective-Labor Camps for the Lumber Industry (ULLP). This northern
camp complex lost 10% of its zeks in just five months at the beginning of the war.
The card was checked by Military Censor No. 37 in Syktyvkar.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Bogoslovsky Corrective-Labor Camp Complex and Aluminum Plant
Construction Project (BOGOSLOVLAG).

BOGOSLOVLAG was established on 15 November 1940 and lasted in its initial
incarnation until 26 January 1949. Although it had dozens of projects and operations,
its primary tasks were the construction of the Bogoslovsky Aluminum Plant and
serving the Northern Urals bauxite mines,
mines both high priorities for the war effort.
effort Out
of a zek population of 14,258 as of 1 October 1941, almost one-third of them perished
in 1942 alone, a mortality rate considerably higher than the 25% average for the entire
GULAG in 1942.

An official envelope from Turinskiye rudniki (mines), Sverdlovsk Oblast’, the
h d
headquarters
t
off BOGOSLOVLAG NKVD.
NKVD It was sentt through
th
h the
th courier
i postt andd
classified “SECRET” in 1941 or 1942 and addressed to the 10th Precinct People’s Court
in Dzerzhinsky rayon, Leningrad.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Wartime Starvation in the Camps.

The situation in the camps continued to worsen into 1943. Ukraine was still a
battleground or in German hands, hundreds of thousands of Axis POWs were pouring
into the camps, and that meant more mouths to feed with essentially no increase in the
availabilityy of food. When this cover was sent, SOLIKAMSTROY was down to well
under 6,000 prisoners from a high of 10,531 in January 1942, a drop of about 45% in 16
months.

A zechka (one of fewer than 700 at SOLIKAMSTROY) sent this
adversity cover from Borovsk to a friend in Khar’kov on 18
February 1943. Despite the fact that all mail emanating from the
camps was required to be examined, military censorship still
looked at it. (On reverse: Examined / by Military Censorship /
Molotov Oblast’ / No. 258.)

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Directorate of NKVD Camp Complex No. 84.

Addressed to Leningrad and posted on the last day of 1943 from “Sverdlovsk Oblast’,
Ab
Asbest,
Directorate off NKVD Camp
C
No. 84.”
8 ” This
hi camp is
i unrecorded
d d in
i the
h literature,
li
but its HQ in the city of Asbest (Russian for asbestos) suggests that it may have been a
forerunner of BAZHENOVLAG, which was established in May 1950 and centered in
Asbest. Asbestos mining, processing and production were the primary activities in this
area. Due to the badly polluted air, zeks sickened quickly there.
As there is nothing in the enclosed letter that would suggest it was written by a zek, this
item would appear to be from a “free”
free worker in the camp directorate.
directorate

On reverse: “Examined / by Military
Censorship / 14025.”

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Camp Life Slowly Improves.

An ordinaryy letter to Pravdinsk in Gor’kyy Oblast’,, Post Office Box 5,, Designator
g
35,, mailed on 27
November 1944 from a zek at Post Office Box 25/31 in Nizhniy-Tagil-2, Sverdlovsk Oblast’ to his
father. This camp is not recorded in the literature, but it was probably associated with TAGILLAG,
which opened on 27 January 1942. The address is probably another camp or a defense industry
plant.
As the war pprogressed,
g
, conditions in the
camps improved, relative to 1942:
“…We get absolutely no days off, and
the work – log transportation – lasts for
11-12 hours a day. Generally speaking,
it’s not hard, but you get tired after a day
of running around, and barely make it
back to the barracks. They feed us better,
though, and you can have as much bread
as you want. In the summer we can pick
berries inconspicuously…

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Kolyma.

Deeper into the Kolyma
region,
north
of
Magadan, were more
horrors
of
the
DAL’STROY and the
Northeastern CorrectiveLabor Camp Complex
(SEVVOSTLAG): road
building and open-pit
mining, to name just two,
in some of the most
inhospitable terrain on
Earth. Bad at any time,
it was far worse during
WWII, when reduced
rations,
the
severe
climate and brutal work
killed zeks in their tens of
thousands.

This registered cover from the “Ob’edinennyy” open-pit gold mine at Susuman was posted on 11
November 1944 to Moscow by a zechka,
zechka V.P.
V P Savina
Savina. The initials “D
D.S.
S ” after “Susuman”
Susuman in the
registration handstamp at lower right stand for “DAL’STROY.”

Susuman

Magadan

On reverse (reduced): A violet Magadan
military censor mark (rare) and two
Moscow arrival marks.

Sea of
Okhotsk

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Moscow Corrective-Labor Logging Camp Complex
(MOSLESLAG).

This was a short-lived camp complex subordinate to the GULAG, with headquarters in
Rybinsk-Abakumovo, Yaroslavl’ Oblast’. Organized on 19 January 1945, it failed to
survive for even two years, closing on 7 September 1946 when the forest in that area was
denuded of useful trees. Its sole purpose was to conduct logging operations for the
NKVD in Moscow. As of 1 December 1945, it held 4,426 zeks, and probably never got
above 5,000. All of them were distributed among three other camp complexes when
MOSLESLAG was closed.

A propaganda postcard mailed from Rybinsk-3 Post Office Box 25 (MOSLESLAG) to
Borovichi in Novgorod Oblast’, 11 April 1946. The sender, Zlatin, had been arrested
and sent to this camp soon after returning home from the war.
war He was one of the
fortunate ones, surviving a term in a northern logging camp, one of the deadliest kinds.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Moscow Corrective-Labor Logging Camp Complex (MOSLESLAG).

After the war,
some projects were
closed or scaled
back, and the zeks
were transferred.
These
postcards
from the Zlatin
correspondence,
mailed in February
(below) and April
1946 (at left) from
the
h camp complex
l
at
Rybinsk-3,
show that the
NKVD
was
already
shutting
down the operation
and preparing to
move its zeks.

The message on
the back of the
card at right
instructs his son
not to write him
anymore
at
Rybinsk, and the
RR Mail Car #
299
cancel
indicates
that
Zlatin
was
already
being
shipped
hi d west to
another camp.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Prison Labor in Defense Industries.

Sverdlovsk 1043/6 is not listed in GULAG literature as a
labor camp or a prison. As the sender is definitely a
zek, this particular post office box was probably a
part off the
h Soviet
i Union’s
i ’ sprawling
li defense
d f
industry complex, a plant in downtown
Sverdlovsk staffed in part or
completely by prisoners.
This triangular letter was written on
2 January 1946 and sent at
Sverdlovsk postage-due
postage due to
Moscow on the 6th. The
sender’s
return address
reads
“Sverdlovsk
POB No.
1043/6,
Base Camp
No. 3.”

In the letter excerpt below, the writer complains that, “…I am working as a technical
supervisor at the plant. It’s bad that in an oblast’ center all of the zeks are [required to
be] convoyed” (i.e., moved under guard).

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Vetting-and-Filtration Camps
(Проверочно-фильтрационные лагеря).

These infamous camps began in 1942. Soldiers of the Red Army who had been
encircled by the enemy and surrendered, or who had been captured or wounded, were
thrown into one of many “PFL” (proverochno-filtratsionnyy lager’) camps upon their
return to the Soviet Union. There, they were interrogated at length by SMERSh (Soviet
counter-intelligence)
g
duringg the night
g and compelled to work duringg the day,
y jjust as
ordinary zeks were in forced-labor camps. Many of the PFLs were set up near industrial
projects in order to get the most use out of the prisoners while they were being
questioned.
For a time, in fact, the vetting-and-filtration camps were run by GULAG, but they were
later re-subordinated to the NKVD. Since Soviet military regulations under Stalin stated
that surrender was a criminal act, most of the troops were either sentenced to 10-20-year
terms in
i the
h camps or executed
d for
f “high
hi h treason.” Over 400,000 soldiers
ldi went through
h
h
these PFLs before the camps ceased operation in 1947.

A pass issued
i
d on 23 May
M 1945 to
t two
t
R d Army
Red
A
soldiers
ldi sentt to
t Izmail
I
il Oblast’
Obl t’ and
d the
th
Moldavian SSR to buy cattle for Forced-Labor Base Camp No. 6 of the NKVD’s
Vetting-and-Filtration Camp Complex No. 240. It is signed by the chief of the base
camp, Major Nivin, and bears the camp’s official seal.

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
The NKVD Main Directorate for POW and Internee Affairs (ГУПВИ).

The vast numbers of Axis soldiers held in
Soviet captivity by 1945 (approximately
4,000,000 were captured from 1941 to 1945)
provided the USSR with a huge labor force
to augment the GULAG. Order No. 0014 of
11 January 1945 upgraded the Directorate for
POW andd Internee
I t
Aff i (UPVI) into
Affairs
i t a
main directorate, the GUPVI. Although it
was not technically part of the GULAG, the
POW camps were laid out much like
GULAG camps, operated on the same basis
(forced labor) and had the same master – the
NKVD Neither the Axis nor the USSR
NKVD.
observed the Geneva Conventions for the
other’s POWs.

A POW camp in the USSR.
(Picture from “Voyennoplennyye v SSSR 1939-1956.”)

POWs were formally allowed to write home by NKVD SSSR Order No. 00834 of 13
July 1945, but only on cards issued by the USSR Society of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent. This one was written on 20 December 1945 by a Hungarian at Camp 7504/2
and examined by Censor No. 300.

VII. B. Middle Age / Restoration (Late 1946 – 1948):
POWs as Zeks.

The POW labor force was treated no differently than GULAG zeks; wherever there was
a construction project or an industrial plant that needed workers, the POWs could be
moved there. As of 1 January 1948, POWs had been assigned to work for over 40
ministries and two main directorates of the Council of Ministers.

The Hungarian
POW who sent
this card in 1948
had previously
been held at
Camp 7504/2;
now he was at
Camp 7576/1.
The rhomboid
censor
marks
read
“*
E
Examined
i d / by
b
Military Censorship * 167.”

POWs working
under guard at a
rock
quarry.
(Photo
from
Voyennoplennyye v
SSSR, 1939-1956).

VII. A. Middle Age / GULAG Goes to War (July 1941 – Fall 1946):
Beginning of the “Camp-and-Industrial Complex.”

At left is a typical layout for
an industrial plant using zek
labor. The entire complex is
fenced off, with guard towers
at the four corners, and the
prisoners’ barracks (arrow)
prisoners
are in turn fenced off from the
plant. Every shift change, the
zeks would be let through the
inner fence to go to work, and
at the end of their shift they
would be herded back to their
barracks (red arrow).

A propaganda postcard from a soldier at Field Post #02302-2, mailed in 13 January 1945
to a woman working in the Registration-and Allocation Unit of the NKVD Separate Base
Camp (OLP) at the Ukhtomskiy Plant No. 711 in Lyubertsy, a suburb of Moscow.
Checked by Military Censor No. 12116.

VII. B. Middle Age / Restoration (Late 1946-1948):
GULAG’s Central and Eastern European Waves.

The

After the Red Army had taken over much of Central and all of Eastern Europe, the NKVD
moved in behind it and began mass arrests of “counter-revolutionaries” and class enemies.
The GULAG camp and prison population began to swell again.

This is a form issued on 29 October 1946 by the
Molotov Oblast’ NKVD Directorate, ITK
(Corrective Labor Colony) “Zh,” to S.I. Vaydyk, a
zek at that camp.
camp It gave him permission to receive
packages from a relative in L’vov, Western Ukraine.
The camp’s address, Post Office Box 381, is
unrecorded in the literature. This ITK may have
been a precursor to MOLOTOVLAG or
MOLOTOVSTROY, which were established in
1950.
On reverse at left: The addresses of Vaydyk and his
relative.

VII. B. Middle Age / Restoration (Late 1946 – 1948):
Coded POW Camp Addresses.

MVD USSR Instruction
I t ti No.
N 223 off 15 April
A il 1947 movedd the
th GUPVI address
dd
system
t closer
l
to that of the GULAG. A “7” prefix (or “70” if the original camp number was under 100)
was added to the camp number, denoting the complex, and any number following a slant
bar denoted the particular camp in that complex. Camp numbers were still “classified” in
that the POWs were not permitted to give or describe their location, state where they
worked or what they produced, so that relatives had no idea where camp # such-and-such
was Only when the POWs were repatriated did the number-and-location
was.
number and location “equations”
equations
begin to be known in the West.

This postcard was addressed to a Hungarian POW in Camp No. 7252/5 (Bezhitsky,
Bryansk Oblast’) from Hungary and sent on or shortly after 21 March 1948. Military
Censor No. 458 examined it.
The POWs were subjected to constant propaganda, sometimes even from home. On the
reverse of the card is the slogan “Strengthen Soviet-Hungarian Friendship.”

VII. B. Middle Age / Restoration (Late 1946 – 1948):
Recruiting in the POW Camps.
POWs represented a fertile field for recruitment by Soviet intelligence because many of
them spoke
p
two or more languages
g g and theyy could not escape
p indoctrination and ppressure
tactics in the camps. The political police were interested in establishing a network of
informants within the occupied countries of Eastern Europe, and infiltrating Western
Europe and the U.S. with spies and agents of influence. To do that, they employed the
carrot and the stick. The stick was the threat of disappearing into the GULAG; the carrot
was the promise that with their active cooperation came a ticket home.

POWs were allowed to sent just one postcard per month (two for “good behavior”), and
they could not indicate where they were located. This December 1948 item is highly
unusual because it is an envelope with a five
five-page
page letter.
letter Moreover,
Moreover it tells the POW
POW’ss
family that he is at a camp in the steppes of Central Asia, 4,500 kilometers from Berlin as
the crow flies. The camp was at Spaso-Zavodsky in Kazakhstan… The text shows why
Military Censor No. 317 allowed this to pass: it is a lengthy Marxist harangue on class
struggle and the working masses, and it is addressed to two communists in the Soviet Zone.

VII. B. Middle Age / Restoration (Late 1946 – 1948):
The Ministry of Internal Affairs Inherits GULAG.

On 15 March 1946 the NKVD was renamed the MVD, the Ministry of Internal Affairs,
which of course inherited the NKVD’s slave labor population. More and more camps were
established as the country began to rebuild. One of them, VOLGOLAG, was created on 29
April 1946, essentially a reorganization based on the previous VOLGOSTROY. Although
its primary project was completion of the locks at Uglich and Shcherbakov on the Volga
Canal VOLGOLAG also engaged in coal mining,
Canal,
mining logging,
logging fishing and agriculture.
agriculture In
addition, it “rented out” its zeks for contract work at Rybinsk Mechanical Plant No. 1. The
complex was disbanded on 29 April 1953.

Registered mail posted on 14 November 1946 from the headquarters of VOLGOLAG –
the village of Perebory, Yaroslavl’ Oblast’ – to Moscow, arriving two days later. The
sender,
d
S
S.E.
Radkov,
dk
was a zekk at POB
O 229/1-3,
229/1 3 “Dzhaz.”
“ h ” The
h last
l
wordd is
i the
h
transliterated spelling of the Russian cognate of “jazz,” which may indicate that Radkov
was an imprisoned musician playing in a jazz band for the camp’s Culture and Education
Section. At the time Radkov mailed this letter, he was one of approximately 19,000 zeks
in that complex.

VII. B. Middle Age / Restoration (Late 1946 – 1948):
The Northern Pechora Railroad.

A folded triangular letter sent postage due (1 ruble) from Mikun’ Station on the Northern
Pechora Railroad (built by forced-labor prisoners) to Saratov, 14 October 1948. It was
posted aboard Mail Car 220 on the Vorkuta-Kirov line by a zek serving a three-year
sentence (probably not a political prisoner). The letter states that he works as a driver in
a firefighting
g
g team ((OVPK)) based at Mikun’ Station.

This item is probably from UST’VYMLAG, which was headquartered in Vozzhael’, not far
to the northeast of Mikun’ along the Pechora RR. The 9th Labor Camp of UST’VYMLAG
was located at Mikun’, and it in turn was soon to be “promoted” to be the HQ of Special
Camp No. 12 (OSOBLAG No. 12), which was spun off of UST’VYMLAG in 1952. Two
years later, Mikun’ would be the center of the Koslan Corrective-Labor Camp Complex
(KOSLANLAG). All three of them shared common tasks – maintaining, repairing and
expanding the Pechora Railroad.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Aldan Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (ALDANLAG).
By early 1949 the camp system had been
restored to its pre-war levels, and now it
expanded dramatically. New camps appeared
everywhere, and the “old” ones grew.
ALDANLAG was established on 7 June 1947
and subordinated to the Yakutsk Oblast’ MVD
Directorate of Corrective-Labor Camps
p and
Colonies, one of several camp complexes and
forced-labor construction projects to spring up in
the vicinity of Aldan, Yakutsk Oblast’.
It
supplied zeks to the Lebedinsky Mines and
mining, earthworks, capital construction and
logging operations in the surrounding area. By
GULAG standards, it was small, never
numbering more than approximately 3,600
prisoners.

“Winter Work,” by Thomas Sgovio.
(Picture from the 2-CD set Zhertvy politicheskogo
terrora v SSSR, 3rd ed., Moscow, 2004.)

A folded triangular letter to Leningrad, posted on 13 January 1950 with one ruble postage
due. It was penned by a zek at Post Office Box BYu
BYu-22 (sic) in Aldan, who wrote that life
there was a monotonous round of labor with oats for dinner and supper.
(BYu was the code assigned to ALDANLAG, but its post office box number was 395, not
2. The zek, V.K. Borisov, evidently left off the complex’s “395” and put down the number
of his camp.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Dubravny Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (DUBRAVLAG).

A zek tattoo that was widespread in
one form or another during the 1950s.
It reads
d “You,
“
crushh all
ll the
h butchers
b h
off
the CPSU!” (From Baldayev, Tatuirovki

This entity grew out of TEMLAG and the
Temnikov Children’s Colony on 28 February 1948,
first as Special Camp Complex #3 (OSOBLAG No.
3) and then as DUBRAVLAG. Situated in the
Mordovian ASSR with its headquarters at Yavas, it
was responsible for producing electrical energy,
textiles and a variety of wood products (dominoes
being one of them). It also maintained a 91.1kilometer stretch of railroad. In 1951 there were
over 23,500 zeks forced to work there. It lasted
until 1 January 1960.

zaklyuchennykh, SPB, 2001.)

Yavas (PO Box 385/11) to Yykhvi, Estonian SSR, posted on 11 September 1951, arriving
on the 17th. The sender, M.G. Martik, was probably an Estonian deportee serving at least
his sixth year in the camps.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
The Lake Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (OZERLAG).

OZERLAG was born on 7 December 1948 and survived to 1 January 1960. Initially
headquartered in Tayshet, Irkutsk Oblast’, its primary missions were the construction of the
Tayshet-Bratsk RR and work on numerous lumber projects.

This is official camp mail, classified
SECRET and sent registered
g
via the
NKS’s own special postal system
(Spetssvyaz’) to the 3rd Precinct
People’s Court of Stalinsky Rayon in
Yerevan, Armenian SSR. The return
address at bottom reads Irkutsk Obl.,
Tayshet, 3rd Base Camp of the MVD
Ozernyy Camp Complex.
l
Although
lh
h it
i
is undated, it was probably sent ca.
1949-1950. The large wax seal on the
back is that of the OZERLAG
Directorate.

Krasnoyarsk
Novosibirsk

RR

Tayshet

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Bogoslovsky Corrective-Labor Camp Complex and Aluminum Plant
Construction Project (BAZSTROY).

Major camps & prisons,
Sverdlovsk area

Krasnotur’insk

BAZSTROY (also known as BOGOSLOVLAG) had
already completed construction of the Bogoslovsky
Aluminum Plant by 1950, but the 8-10,000 zeks still
supported the plant’s operations and worked at a wide
variety of other projects in the area, from bauxite
mines to logging and dam building. The complex
failed to survive the death of Stalin.
Above: An ordinary letter from BAZSTROY,
Sverdlovsk Oblast’, to Pyltsama, Estonian SSR, 19
September 1950.
The return address is
Krasnotur’insk, P.O. Box 286/2. The sender was an
Et i
Estonian,
probably
b bl arrested
t d in
i 1940 during
d i the
th mass
deportation from the Baltic States, or in 1944-45 after
the Soviets re-took that area from the Germans.
(The map at left is from Shifrin’s The First Guidebook to
Prisons and Concentration Camps of the Soviet Union, 1982, p.
142.)

VII. C. Middle Age – Period of Greatest Expansion (1949-1953):
Ukhto-Izhemskiy Corrective-Labor Camp Complex
(UKhTOIZhEMLAG).

Carved out of UKhTPEChLAG in the Komi ASSR on 10 May 1938, this camp complex
was initially subordinate to GULAG and underwent several re-subordinations until its
closure on 18 May 1955. It supplied zeks to numerous factories and mills, but its primary
p
were oil extraction and surveying,
y g, ggas fields and the pproduction of radium
responsibilities
water. The complex’s zek population peaked at 37,000+ in 1950.

A cover from the V.V. Rozhdestvenskaya correspondence, sent
from the Building Materials Plant of Camp Colony 226/5
(UKhTOIZhEMLAG) via Voy-Vozh, Komi ASSR to Moscow,
1 June 1950. (The complex at that time was a part of
GULGMP – the Main Camp Directorate for the Mining-andMetallurgical Industry.)
Industry )
At right: “20-in-hexagon” UKhTOIZhEMLAG censor marks
on reverse.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Other Government Agencies Employing Forced Labor – The Main
Directorate of Camps for the Mining-and-Metallurgical Industry
(GULGMP).
This directorate was born on 26 February 1941 in NKVD Order No. 00212. It oversaw the mining-andmetallurgical industry and the forced-labor camps that supported it. GULGMP was abolished on 18
March 1953, shortly after Stalin’s death.
At left: A postcard sent
to Kiev by a zechka at
labor colony P.O. Box
226/6 near Ukhta in the
Komi Autonomous SSR
(UKhTOIZhEMLAG).
It was postmarked at
S
Sosnovka
k on 9 October
O b
1951, and assessed
postage due at one
ruble. The violet “13in-hexagon” under the
red-pencil “D” is a
camp censor mark.
mark
Over 34,500 zeks were
held there as of 1
January 1951, close to
the high-water mark for
that complex.
At right: Another
card from the same
zechka, this time
sent to Moscow
from
P.O.
Box
226/12 at Ukhta on
8 November 1952.
Below:
“2-inhexagon”
censor
mark on reverse.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Kargopol’ Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (KARGOPOL’LAG).
This camp complex was established on 16 August 1937, at the height of the Great Purge.
With its HQ in Kargopol’, Arkhangel’sk Oblast’, it had a few outlying camps, one of
them at the urban settlement of Puksa-Ozero, Plesetsk Rayon. In 1952, the complex was
subordinate to the Main Directorate of Camps for the Lumber Industry (GULLP) and
held approximately 23,000 zeks, most of whom were involved in lumbering operations.
Its peak population of 25,000+ was reached in the following year.

This 28 May 1952 cover was posted from Saltozero,
Arkhangel’sk Oblast’ to the Dzerzhinsky Rayon
People’s Court in Leningrad. It bears the camp’s
handstamp, U[rban] S[ettlement] Puksa-ozero,
Plesetsk rayon / Arkhangel’sk oblast’ / Postal Code No.
KM-401/3. The camp itself quickly expanded to
become the Mekhren’gsky Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex in 1954. Given the harsh climate and the
hard work involved in logging, the mortality rate was
high.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
US-20/3 (Korchmino, Leningrad Oblast’).

The US-20 complex of corrective-labor camps, one of many territorial directorates under
GULAG, was established in 1934 with its HQ in Leningrad. Unlike other camp
complexes, its population was on the decline during this period. It survives to the
present day.

Addressed to the Dzerzhinskiy Rayon People’s Court in Leningrad and posted on 22
April 1952 at Otradnoye, Leningrad Oblast’. The return address at bottom reads
“L[eningra]d, P.O. Korchmino, P.O.B. US-20/3.”
The prisoner’s choice of stamp is ironic, whether intended or not. It was issued to honor
Pavlik Morozov, a snitch who was ostensibly murdered by fellow villagers after he
turned his parents in to the security police. The Soviet propaganda machine played up
his story and made him an icon for the Pioneer youth groups.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Nyrob Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (NYROBLAG).
NYROBLAG was established on 4 January 1945 (split off from USOL’LAG) and survived until 1
Januaryy 1960. Subordinated to the GULLP at the time these covers were sent,, it supported
pp
lumber
industry projects, provided service to ship-repair facilities at the Berezovo Boat Yard and constructed
narrow-gauge railroads, among other projects. The zek population as of 12 April 1952 was 23,353, of
whom almost all of the 4,172 women had been convicted of “counter-revolutionary” crimes.

Both items are from the V.A. Romulus correspondence, sent from P.O. Box 320/5 “N” at Semisosnyy
in Nyrob Rayon, Molotov Oblast’ to Rapla, Estonian SSR on 13 May 1953 and 28 June 1952,
respectively. The violet and lilac “5” handstamps are Nyrob censor marks.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Pechora Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (PEChORLAG).
On 24 July 1950 the PEChORSTROY and SEVZhELDORSTROY camps in the far north
were merged to form PEChORLAG and subordinated at first to the Main Directorate for
Railroad Construction Camps (GULZhDS), three years later to GULAG. Its primary jobs
were to build secondary tracks on the Vel’sk-to-Vorkuta section of the Pechora Railroad
and to construct railroads from Vorkuta to Khal’mer-Yu and from Khanovey to Shakhta.

A return receipt postcard (Form
119 ppostal stationery)
y) dated 26
August 1952, notifying the sender
in Leningrad that a package
valued at three rubles had been
received by a zek at P.O. Box
274/4-2 (PEChORLAG) near the
village of Mezhog in Komi
ASSR.

Obverse.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
MVD Oblast’-Directorate Prisons.

Unlike the other Soviet camps and prisons that were “advertised” only by an alphanumeric
designator, MVD (Ministry of Internal Affairs) prisons were plainly identified as such.
These were municipal incarceration facilities operated by the Ministry (or People’s
Commissariat) of Internal Affairs or the Ministry of Justice, depending on the
reorganization of the moment. They were all subordinate to the GULAG’s Department of
Incarceration Facilities (OMZ),
(OMZ) and they were used to hold people sentenced to short terms,
terms
those still under investigation in criminal cases, and prisoners who were passing through on
a transport, either to another prison or to or from GULAG and related-ministry camps. As
the labor-camp population expanded to its greatest level, so too did that of the system that
fed into it – the prisons.

A registered letter from an inmate at Prison No. 1 of the Leningrad Oblast’ MVD
Directorate (hand stamp at lower left), posted on 21 February 1952 to Leningrad, ulitsa
Pestelya No. 9, and re-routed to the 6th Precinct People’s Court of Dzerzhinskiy Rayon in
Leningrad.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest
Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
MVD Oblast’-Directorate Prisons.

If the city were fairly large, there could be more than
one MVD oblast’–directorate prison in it. They were
numbered one-up within that particular city. Some
places
l
h d as many as four
had
f
suchh facilities.
f ili i
Drawing of a solitary-confinement
prison cell by an unknown artist.
(From the Perm’-36 Museum CD.)

A registered letter sent locally in Leningrad on 11 December 1951 from Prison No. 2 of
Leningrad Oblast’s MVD Directorate (UMVD LO), re-routed to the 6th Precinct People’s
Court in Dzerzhinskiy Rayon, Leningrad.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
Republic-level MVD Prisons.

Within the RSFSR, all but one oblast’ – Magadan – had a Ministry of Internal Affairs
(MVD) directorate, a mini-version of the larger USSR-wide MVD. Each of these miniversions had its own directorate that was responsible for the prisons, labor camps and
colonies within that particular territory. But outside of the RSFSR the MVD directorate
was set up at the republic or territory (kray) level. In the example below, it was the MVD
Directorate for the Latvian SSR that controlled this prison in Riga.
Riga

An official, undated communication stamped “TOP SECRET” Letter A, sent via the
special internal postal system from the Latvian SSR MVD’s Prison No. 1 in Riga, ca.
1950. It is addressed to Vilnius, Lithuanian SSR, the Stalinsky Rayon Police Department
Chief. A heavy wax seal on the reverse has the same text as the prison’s circular
handstamp at top right.

VII. C. Middle Age / Period of Greatest Expansion (1949 – March 1953):
MVD Oblast’-Directorate Transit Prisons.

Most if not all of the MVD oblast’, kray- or republic-level directorates also had at least
one transit prison, usually situated in that particular area’s chief city or at a major
railroad junction.
junction They too were crammed beyond capacity as the zeks poured into the
camps during this four-year period.

Official correspondence (classified “Secret”) sent to the Dzerzhinskiy Rayon’s 6th Precinct
People’s Court in Leningrad on or shortly after 16 March 1949. It contained a copy of a
typewritten form for the court’s records mailed by the Chief of the Corrective-Labor
Camps and Colonies Directorate
Directorate’ss Transit Prison,
Prison Leningrad Oblast
Oblast’ MVD Directorate
(UITLK UMVD LO). The prison marking at lower right is very unusual in that it shows the
prison’s telephone number.

VIII. The Final Years
(March 1953 – January 1960).

The remnants of a GULAG guard
tower at an abandoned camp.
(Picture from the Perm’-36 Museum.)

A. The Great Retreat (March 1953 – September
1956). Immediately after Stalin died on 5 March
1953, the camp-industrial complex began to
p j
dissolve. Over 20 massive slave-labor projects
abruptly ceased; others limped along for a few years
and then closed, their projects remaining forever
uncompleted.
The zek population declined
dramatically, thanks mostly to the Beria amnesty of
27 March 1953 that released 1.2 million prisoners
(almost ½ of the camp population, many of them
petty criminals with sentences of five years or less),
but the “politicals” convicted under Article 58 were
excluded. The June 1953 arrest of MVD chief Beria
(who had authority over the GULAG) shook the
camps again. High-level authorities began to realize
that the camp-and-industrial complex was
uneconomical,
i l andd then
th
bl d
bloody
strikes
t ik
andd
rebellions broke out in a number of special camps
around Vorkuta, Noril’sk and Kengir in 1954-1955.
The government re-organized the system repeatedly,
flailing about for more efficient uses to which its
zeks could be put.

B. Collapse (October 1956 – 1 January 1960). GULAG was formally abolished in 1956 and replaced
with GUITK – the Main Directorate for Corrective-Labor Colonies. The KGB was born that year, and
fully 20% of its personnel were purged. Khrushchev’s 1956 speech before the XX Party Congress
destroyed the last shred of the GULAG’s claims to legitimacy: half of all camp chiefs and all of the
GULAG’ top-level
GULAG’s
t l l leaders
l d – Eichmanns,
Ei h
K
Kogan,
Pli
Pliner,
B i Berman,
Berzin,
B
Y d Yezhov
Yagoda,
Y h andd Beria
B i –
had been executed as enemies of the people and spies from 1937 to 1953, and now Stalin himself was
partially exposed by one of his underlings – Khrushchev – as a monster. Two amnesties between 1954
and 1957 released 310,000 “counter-revolutionaries.” By 1 January 1959 the number of political
prisoners had been reduced to 11,000. Politicals were never again used as a strategic labor force on
massive projects, although the camps were and still are used for industrial production.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953 – September 1956):
Japanese POWs.

With the August 1945 collapse of Japan’s Kwantung Army in Manchuria came an influx
of approximately 600,000 POWs and tens of thousands of Japanese civilians into the
GUPVI (Main Directorate for POW and Internee Affairs). They were scattered among
camps throughout the USSR’s Far Eastern and Central Asian republics and treated like the
GULAG’s prisoners, i.e. assigned to a factory, mine or farming area and forced to work.
Two hundred thousand of them were sent to eight camps along the Baikal-Amur RR,
where
h they
th labored
l b d on its
it construction
t ti andd maintenance.
i t

A postcard issued by the Red Cross and
Red Crescent for Japanese POWs and
internees, sent to Japan by a prisoner in
Camp No. 6125 on 13 August 1953.

At left: Japanese POWs working on a
railroad track. (Picture from Yaponskiye
voyennoplennyye v SSSR, by Ye.L. Katasonova,
Moscow, 2003.)

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953 – 1956):
Prisons.

As the “Beria Amnesty” of 27 March 1953 had freed only those whose sentences were
five years or less, and almost all of the politicals had sentences of 10 years or more, the
situation in the camps and prisons grew increasingly tense. The authorities threw a
bone to some of the remaining zeks with an 8 September 1953 ukaz that repealed the
prohibition on amnesties for people convicted under the 7 August 1932 law “On
Protecting State-Enterprise, Collective-Farm and Cooperative Property and
Strengthening Public Social Property,” which had mandated sentences ranging from 10
years in the camps to execution. It generated tens of thousands of appeals from
prisoners.

A 25 September 1953 registered letter from Yerevan Prison, sent locally in the Armenian
SSR capital to the People’s Court of the Spandaryan Rayon’s 3rd Section; it probably
contained a prisoner’s petition or inquiry about a case. The single-line rectangular
marking at lower left is that of the prison. Note that it makes no mention of any MVD
subordination.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953 – 1956):
The Zek Strike at Noril’sk.

Stalin’s slave labor empire began to shake harder after the selective, pro-criminal “Beria
Amnesty” of 27 March 1953, when the “58s” – the political prisoners convicted under that
article of the criminal code – began to despair of ever being released. The heavy influx of
rebellious Balts and Ukrainians into the camps after WWII had created a mutinous atmosphere
in many camps, and on 14 May 1953 over 14,000 zeks in and around Noril
Noril’sk
sk went on strike.
Astonishing both the zeks and their warders, some of their demands were met. As the strike
leaders and their most outspoken supporters were transferred to other camps, rebellion spread,
and the GULAG began to crumble even faster.

Established on 25 June 1935, this camp complex grew into a huge, intensive “enterprise.” The
massive
i Noril’sk
N il’ k Copper-and-Nickel
C
d Ni k l Combine
C bi andd the
th city
it off Noril’sk
N il’ k itself
it lf were built
b ilt by
b slave
l
l b
labor
in a harsh climate and desolate terrain, and the list of secondary projects inflicted on the zeks in this
area is a long one. When this letter was sent from Ataman Mikoyan Station via Yegorlykskaya on 18
June 1953 (shortly after the strike ended) to a zek at Dudinka, P.O. Box No. 224/2, Krasnoyarsk Kray,
NORIL’STROY held approximately 68,000 prisoners. The violet number-in-circle handstamp (red
arrow) is a camp censor mark.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953 – 1956):
NORIL’LAG’s Last Days.

The strike at NORIL’LAG contributed
to the decision to close it on 22 August
1956, not long after Stalin’s death. In
addition to Noril’sk and its coppernickel smelting plant, the zeks
constructed a railroad between
D di k andd Noril
Dudinka
N il’skk (above
( b
th Arctic
the
A ti
Circle) and constructed port facilities
on the Yenisey River. They died in
large numbers from cold, hunger and
disease.
(Map from Shifrin’s The First Guidebook to
Prisons and Concentration Camps
p off the
Soviet Union, 1982, p.179.)

A wife’s letter to her zek husband, mailed from Yegorlykskaya in Rostov Oblast’ on 12
February 1955 to Dudinka in Krasnoyarsk Kray. The camp designator – P.O. Box Ch224/4 – and the destination indicate that the addressee was probably engaged in work on
port facilities or the railroad. The violet “45-in-circle” is a camp censor mark.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat
(March 1953 – September 1956):
The VORKUTLAG Strike.

Centered in the Vorkuta coal basin 160 kilometers north of the
Arctic Circle, this camp complex included approximately
37,000 prisoners in 1953, more than double the number of free
residents in the city the zeks had built.
In July 1953,
1953 seven of the camps in VORKUTLAG went on
strike and demanded their freedom; the uprising was
suppressed on 1 August by force. Over 200 zeks were killed or
wounded in the attack, or subsequently executed.
At left: A part of the camp complex, with Mine No. 1
((“Kapital’naya”)
p
y ) on the horizon. ((Picture from Kizny,
y, GULAG,,
Buffalo, NY, 2004, p. 381.)

A postcard from P.O. Box 223/35-R, Vorkuta to Moscow, sent on 5 October 1953. The
secret police investigations into the July strikes and re-locations of the “troublemakers”
to other camps was still ongoing at this point.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953-1956):
Steppe Camp Complex (STEPLAG).

Soon after Stalin’s death, discipline in STEPLAG (Karaganda Oblast’) began to break down. Led by
Ukrainian nationalists, several base camps rebelled. The uprising at one of them, Kengir, lasted for
40 days (May–June 1953). As at VORKUTLAG, the repercussions and retaliations continued
throughout the complex for months.
Below: A letter mailed from Dnepropetrovsk on 1 December 1953 to a zek in the Steppe Camp
Complex (STEPLAG),
(STEPLAG) Post Office Box 392/4,
392/4 in Dzhezdy.
Dzhezdy Censor No.
No 47 marking.
marking

STEPLAG, with
its HQ in the
Kazakh town of
Dzhezkazgan, was
established on 28
February 1948 and
closed on 24 April
1956, barely three
years after Stalin’s
d th The
death.
Th village
ill
of Dzhezdy had a
stone quarry and a
brick factory.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953 – 1956):
The Territorial Directorates of GULAG: Astrakhan’ UITLK.

This territorial directorate coexisted for a time with ASTRAKhANLAG. When ASTRAKhANLAG
was closed in February 1950, its camp personnel, labor force and post office box number went to the
Astrakhan’ Oblast’ MVD Directorate for Corrective-Labor Camps and Colonies (UITLK UMVD
AO), established in 1944. Its designation was “UD-249,” and it survives to the present day. Both
camp complexes were associated with the Caspian Sea fishing industry.

Two
envelopes
posted
on
21
January and 17
August 1954 by
b a
zechka – L.K.
Bessarab – from
Astrakhan’
UD249/4 to Kiev.

The torn-off piece below is also
from this correspondence. It
was enclosed in the envelope at
left and shows a return address
of “Astrakhan’ POB 61/57,”
probably a defense-industry
establishment using forced labor.

VIII. A. Final Years / The Great Retreat (March 1953 - 1956): Dubravnyy
Corrective-Labor Camp Complex (DUBRAVLAG)

While many camps were closed or consolidated after Stalin’s death, more than a few
survived. This particular camp complex still exists today as ZhKh-385.
DUBRAVLAG was established on 28 February 1948, using the facilities of TEMLAG
(Temnikov Corrective-Labor Camp Complex) and the Temnikov Children’s Colony. At the
time this cover was sent, DUBRAVLAG was a part of the GULAG MVD, with its HQ at
Yavas Mordovian Autonomous SSR.
Yavas,
SSR Among other things in the midmid ’50s
50s it produced
furniture, dominoes, clothing and electrical energy and maintained a 91.1-kilometer
railroad spur.

Irina Lazarevna Golovina, a zechka at P.O.B. 385/10, Yavas, sent this picture envelope to
Kiev on 11 May 1955.

VIII. B. Final Years / Collapse (October 1956 – January 1960):
“Western Railroad Corrective-Labor Colony.”

Although most of the politicals had been released by the late 1950s, the country’s strategic lines of
communication still had to be maintained; criminal zeks and dissidents continued to do the work.
This cover represents a puzzle and an anomaly, but it is without doubt a “souvenir” from work on the
Baikal-Amur Railroad. P.O. Box 215 belonged first to the Western Railroad Corrective-Labor Camp
Complex formed in May 1938 and thought to have closed approximately one year later.
Complex,
later The only
other complex to have this P.O. Box number at any time, though, was too far to the east to have
qualified for the return address on this cover, so it would appear that the Western Railroad complex
survived into the 1950s, perhaps as a “relative” of the Angara Corrective-Labor Camp Complex.

Chuna, Irkutsk Oblast
Oblast’ to Moscow, mailed on 9 May 1958 and received on the 16th. The return
address at bottom shows that the zek, Ya.M. Tayman, was at Chuna Railroad Station, P.O. Box 215/5019. This station was 808 kilometers northwest of Irkutsk on the Baikal-Amur Railroad (BAM),
between Tayshet and Bratsk, so the “5-019” is an indication of numerous zek parties strung out along
the tracks, performing maintenance on or making improvements to the railroad.

VIII. B. Final Years / Collapse (October 1956 – January 1960):
Dismemberment of the GULAG.

DAL’STROY had a number of camp complexes within its area, e.g. the Western CorrectiveLabor Camp Complex (Zapadnyy ITL DAL’STROYa), the Southwestern, Omsukchansky,
Ten’kinsky, and so on. Each one’s prefix was “AV-261,” with the number after the slant bar
denoting the complex. This one, No. 38, is unlisted in the literature, but had to have been
connected or co-located with the Western ITL (AV-261/30), as both had their headquarters in
Susuman, Magadan Oblast’. DAL’STROY itself lasted until 18 March 1953, when it was
t
transferred
f
d to
t the
th Ministry
Mi i t off the
th Metallurgical
M t ll i l Industry
I d t andd its
it camps reverted
t d to
t GULAG.
GULAG
In September 1953 it became the Directorate of Northeastern Corrective-Labor Camps
(USVITL), which in turn closed down on 16 April 1957; the remaining camps were
transferred to the Yakutsk ASSR MVD and the Magadan Oblast’ Directorate for CorrectiveLabor Colonies.

A registered letter from Tallinn, Estonian SSR to Captain P.V. Nikitin at Post Office Box
AV-261/38, Susuman, Magadan Oblast’, posted on 23 August 1957. The writer was
most likely a relative of an Estonian zek laboring in the Kolyma Peninsula, and the
addressee was an MVD officer of the camp complex, who would pass the letter on.

VIII. B. Final Years / Collapse (October 1956 – January 1960):
Decentralization of Camp Control.

In fits and starts, the central authority over the camps – the Ministry of Internal Affairs
(MVD) and its Main Directorate for Corrective-Labor Colonies (GUITK) – gradually
devolved authority to the republic-level ministries of internal affairs, and they to the
oblast’-level directorates of internal affairs. Before its abolishment,, the GUITK had
become essentially a referee and clearing house for the republic MVDs.

This cover was sent on 7 September 1958 to the Dzerzhinskiy Rayon 4th Precinct People’s
Court in Leningrad from US-20/7 (Stantsiya Dacha Dolgorukova), one of the camps
surrounding Yablonevka in Leningrad Oblast’. (US/20, the territorial camp complex for
Leningrad Oblast’, was established in 1934.) It contained one or more individuals’ case
materials and was eventually archived.
The boxed camp mark at lower right reads “City of Leningrad, K-213, Post Office Box US20/7.”

VIII. B. Final Years / Collapse (October 1956 – January 1960):
The Rise of Psychiatric Prisons.
In the late 1950s the KGB changed its tactics with regard to religious believers,
dissidents, and those who wished to emigrate from the Soviet Union. Rather than lock
them up for spurious economic or political “crimes,” the secret police enlisted the aid of
psychiatrists who pronounced these individuals insane for believing in a deity or desiring
to leave the Workers’ Paradise. Many famous dissidents were subjected to this
treatment.
By the late 1970s there were approximately 100 such psychiatric prisons in the USSR.
The facilities either had one or two wings devoted to the “politically insane” or were
entirely given over to this variety of prisoner. And, of course, there were the greater
numbers of the truly criminally insane who had to be locked up.

An official registered letter from the Tula Oblast’ KGB Directorate to the Director of the
Arkhangel’sk Psychiatric Hospital, posted on 29 January 1957 at the Tula Telegraph
Office. It arrived on 1 February.

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960–1991):
Establishment UT-389/18.

After the GULAG died in 1956 and the GUITK that replaced it was in turn eliminated in
1960, the prison-camp system reverted entirely to the territorial principle. Each of the
republic-, oblast’- and kray-level MVD (or, from 1962 to 1968, MOOP (Ministry for the
Preservation of Public Order)) directorates operated its own camp system(s).
UT-389 had originally been established in 1938, closed down in 1940, and re-opened again
in 1957. UT-389 was one of four or five camp complexes that operated in Perm’ Oblast’.
That region became one of the KGB’s favorite dumping grounds for dissidents.

Mailed
M
il d on 10 February
F b
1971 from
f
P t Office
Post
Offi Box
B [UT]-389/18
[UT] 389/18 in
i Kungur,
K
P
Perm’
’
Oblast’ to Leningrad. The sender was a female prisoner in Detachment 7, Team 25 at
Camp No. 18. It bears no censor mark or prison handstamp.

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960–1991):
Establishment K-231 (Krutoborskoye).

K-231
K
231 was the new designator applied in 1953 to the old VYaTLAG,
VYaTLAG which was
established in 1938 and phased out as an MVD camp complex on 1 January 1960. The
camp in Krutoborskoye, Komi ASSR remained as an incarceration facility for Kirov
Oblast’.

Right: Ordinary
mail sent on 8
July 1979 from
Leningrad
to
camp K-231-43-1
at the village of
Krutoborskoye
y in
Verkhnekamsk
Rayon.
The
violet marking at
top is the camp’s
arrival
and
censorship mark.

Left: A simil
item from th
same Leningra
to-Krutoborskoy
correspondence,
mailed on 2
June 1979.

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960–1991):
Zek to Zek Correspondence.

A picture postcard mailed on 18 July 1983 from a zechka at Establishment UR-65/15,
Detachment No. 8 (Kuybyshev-47) to a criminal zek at Establishment [OYe]-256/17,
Detachment No. 10 (Sheksna, Vologda Oblast’). She congratulates him on his release from
incarceration,, hopes
p that he will pput his criminal ppast behind him,, and complains
p
that he
did not answer her last letter.
Correspondence between prisoners during the Soviet period is extremely rare.
overwhelming majority of such mail is between close relatives or spouses.

The

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960–1991):
Recidivism.
On reason recidivism was a great problem during the Soviet period was because criminals in prison
often could find no work once they had served out their term. The problem was exacerbated when
ex-prisoners were not issued an internal passport, essentially condemning them to re-arrest on
charges of vagrancy.

An ordinary letter sent on 16
September
p
1981 byy a pprisoner at
UU-163/2 “V” in Kryukovo,
Moscow Oblast’, to the Director
of the Metallurgical Combine at
Cherepovets in Vologda Oblast’.
The manuscript note on the
reverse of the envelope is that of
the
h director,
di
i
instructing
i one off his
hi
people to send the enclosure to
the repair shop to see if the
prisoner could be hired upon his
release.

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960-1991):
“Refuseniks.”

In 1970, the USSR began to allow some of its Jewish and Volga
German citizens to emigrate, but those who applied to leave
were forced to endure endless red tape, artificial delay and, in
many cases, outright refusal and subsequent persecution.
Soviet authorities cultivated the line that these people were
traitors and enemies of the state, removed them from their jobs,
and kept them under surveillance. Those who protested openly
were arrested and sent to corrective-labor colonies or prison.
Although Jews constituted the bulk of the “refuseniks,” there
were other minority nationalities involved.

A zek tattoo from the 1980s.
“Gl
Glory to
t the
th CPSU! A zekk
shock-worker’s ration.” (From
Badayev, Tatuirovki zaklyuchennykh,
SPB, 2001.)

An airmail letter to a Jewish zek at Establishment UF-326/1, Petropavlovsk, Kamchatka,
posted from San Francisco on 10 November 1986, part of a letter-writing campaign by
Jewish organizations in the U.S. and Great Britain to pressure Soviet authorities into
releasing him or giving him better treatment in the camp. The violet rectangular marking
reads “Checked / Censor _____.” International mail to or from zeks is extremely rare.

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960-1991):
“Refuseniks.”

The 1986 letter-writing
campaign on Vladimir
Lifshits’ behalf extended
across the United States
and reached Great Britain.
All of the mail was
censored before it reached
the prisoner. (He and his
family (shown above)
were eventually released
andd emigrated
i
d to Israel.)
I
l)
Below is an airmail letter
from Southampton to
Establishment UF-326/1 at
Petropavlovsk
on
the
Kamchatka Peninsula.
Peninsula

IX. A. Aftermath / Soviet Period (1960-1991):
“Special Komendaturas” (Спецкомендатуры).

A “spetskomendatura” was a penitentiary for convicts who had been given a suspended sentence
but nevertheless were required to work, or for those who had been granted early-but-conditional
release from corrective-labor colonies (usually for good behavior). Inmates were forced to work at
some nearby industrial enterprise and live in a special dormitory. They were abolished in 1993.
The item below was sent from Moscow on 7 July 1990 to the Vologda Special Commandant’s
Offi No.
Office
N 1,
1 5th Detachment,
D t h
t then
th “rerouted”
“
t d” internally
i t
ll to
t the
th 8th Special
S i l Wing
Wi (manuscript
(
i t “8
s/k” underlined at center). Special wings of such facilities were usually to be found in preliminary
detention facilities or penitentiaries for individuals held in strict isolation.

This cover is rich with irony. The small handstamp at center bottom identifies the sender as the
Moscow Representation of “Posev,” which was the house organ of the Narodno-Trudovoy Soyuz, or
NTS (People’s
(P l ’ Labor
L b Union).
U i ) For
F many years, the
th Germany-based
G
b d NTS sought
ht to
t bring
b i about
b t the
th
collapse of the Soviet Union, and right before the USSR broke up, the NTS succeeded in
establishing itself in Moscow. Moreover, the inmate addressee, Arkadi Norinsky, would be the
founder of a Christian prison ministry that operated freely within the Russian Federation. In the
1950s to the 1980s, membership either in the NTS or a prison ministry would have sufficed to land
someone in prison or the camps. Here, the circle is complete.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
Breakup of the Soviet Incarceration System.

The Soviet Union officially ceased to exist in December 1991, but the prisons and camps
did not suddenly fling open their doors and gates; many of the convicts remained
incarcerated, and the new republics found they had inherited a mess of their own. Now
the incarceration system was fractured into 16 independent pieces as the republics went
their own ways. Prisoners awoke to find themselves locked up not in Soviet jails and
camps, but in foreign ones. The legal ramifications took time to sort out.

An inflation cover from Jelgava, Latvian SSR to St. Petersburg, posted on 9 December
1991. It was written by a Russian prisoner in a so-called “cell-type facility” (PKT –
y kamernogo
g tipa),
p ), 78/1 – formerlyy “Establishment OTs-78/1” duringg the
Pomeshcheniye
Soviet period. PKTs were essentially prisons within prison colonies, places where
recalcitrant inmates could be sent for up to six months as punishment for infractions.
Many of their privileges, to include correspondence, were then restricted.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
Perestroika and the Criminal Element.

Mikhail Gorbachev’s perestroika (re-structuring) policies in the latter half of the 1980s
created a stir not just in society but in the Soviet prison system as well. Discipline within
the camps and prisons began to break down as cutbacks in the Ministry of Internal Affairs
meant fewer guards, irregular supply and bureaucratic upheaval. Prison riots (including a
nationwide prison strike in November 1991), hostage-taking and increased crime within the
barbed-wire zonas increased dramatically. The power of the “thieves in law” grew, and in
some camps it was they, not the authorities, who ruled.

This envelope, addressed to St. Petersburg from prison camp UN-1612/22 at Mozzhukha
Settlement near Kemerovo, was posted in May 1992, a few months after the USSR
collapsed It contained an article written by V.V.
collapsed.
V V Soshnikov,
Soshnikov a prisoner at Mozzhukha,
Mozzhukha for
publication or transmittal to a human rights group. Soshnikov advances the thesis that the
MVD prison authorities felt so threatened by perestroika that they encouraged the criminal
element to riot, kidnap and steal in order to convince reformers to strengthen the penal
system and give its leaders more authority to maintain order.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian
Federation Period (1992 – Present):
Educational-Labor Colonies
(Воспитательно-трудовые
колонии).
After the Soviet Union signed the Vienna agreement in
1989, which obligated it to observe the Standard
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, outside
access by human-rights-monitoring
human rights monitoring organizations to
the colonies and prisons became possible (albeit still
difficult), and information about the Soviet penal
system started to come out in the open. At several
colonies for females and juveniles, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs conducted an experiment to improve
conditions there.

J enile prisoners at an educational
Juvenile
ed cational colony
colon
in Kirovograd. (Picture from Tyur’ma i volya’s
web site: Konferentsiya v Yekaterinburge,
http://www.prison.org/penal/juvenile/doc003_4.htm,
7 July 2003.)

Mailed to St. Petersburg on 29 May 1992 by a teenage prisoner at Educational-Labor Colony
No. 4 (VTK-4, 2nd Detachment, 6th Section) in Buzuluk, Orenburg Oblast’. The fact that it was
addressed to a prison ministry, unthinkable just a few years before, is evidence that the
experiment did make some improvements.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
“Strict Regime” Corrective-Labor Colonies
(ИТК строгого режима).

The P.O. Box 256 Territorial Corrective-Labor Directorate (ITU) was established in 1937
and has been in operation ever since. OYe-256/12 was one of two such prison camps
located near the village of Sheksna, Vologda Oblast’, not far to the east of Cherepovets. In
at least the 1970s and ’80s, camp labor in the Cherepovets area was used to mine uranium
for the USSR’s nuclear-weapons program. The zeks wore no protective suits. At the time
this cover was sent in 1993, OYe-256/12 was a strict-regime (medium-to-maximum
security) camp for especially-dangerous recidivist men.

A prisoner at Sheksna’s OYe-256/12, 3rd Detachment sent this cover to a prison ministry in
St. Petersburg on 10 April 1993. It bears a faint violet rectangular handstamp from the prison.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
“Special Regime Colonies”
(ИТК особого режима).

Special-regime correctional-labor colonies held extremely dangerous recidivists,
usually murderers and serial rapists, sentenced to life or execution (with the death
sentence commuted). Inmates were locked up in cells holding anywhere from 20 to
50 individuals, and their mail privileges (among many other things) were severely
limited.

A letter from the Sol’-Iletsk special-regime camp, YuK-25/6, addressed to A.M.
Norinsky in St. Petersburg, posted on 13 April 1992.
Opened in 1957, this prison camp still serves as a major incarceration facility for
Orenburg Oblast
Oblast’.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
Penalty Isolators (ШИЗО).
Whether during the Soviet or the Russian Federation period,
period since the early 1930s all
corrective-labor camps have had so-called “penalty isolators,” abbreviated as “ShIZO”
(shtrafnoy izolyator) to punish inmates for infractions of camp discipline or to protect
exposed stoolies from retribution. They consist of both common and solitary cells, most
often with a concrete floor. Water is allowed to flood in beneath the floor, where it freezes
during the winter, producing a clammy cold that endures even in the summer months.
Prisoners are usually sentenced to stretches of up to 15 days, all served in their underwear
to guarantee their discomfort; they are fed sub-standard food to make the experience even
more uncomfortable.

An ordinary letter from Establishment
YaU-114/4, 3rd Detachment in Tomsk
Oblast’ to St. Petersburg, arriving on 29
June 1993. In the enclosed letter,, the
prisoner, who has 18 months to go on
his sentence, apologizes for not having
responded to A.M. Norinsky’s previous
registered letters because he was in the
ShIZO for 15 days.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992-Present):
Remote-Area Prison Camps.

Many Russian Federation strict- and special-regime prison camps are located in areas far
removed from any large population center, both to preclude escape and isolate the
inmates from society. Some of those camps have no escape problems at all, and not
because of their high security. The strict-regime prison at Kharp in the Yamalo-Nenets
Autonomous District is one such example.
example Located above the Arctic Circle,
Circle Kharp
escapees would find themselves subject to easy recapture on the barren land, or die of
exposure and starvation. There is simply no place to run.

This cover was posted by a convict at Kharp’s 7th Detachment to a prison ministry in St.
Petersburg on 19 September 2000. The rectangular marking reads: “Establishment OF98/18 / 626510 Kharp Rayon Settlement / Administration (one word illegible) / YamaloYamalo
Nenets / Autonomous District.” The postal code given by the prisoner in his return
address does not correspond to that in the censor mark.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
Religion in the Prisons and Camps.

When the Soviet Union collapsed, so too did the official antipathy to religion. As a result,
numerous prison ministries, both foreign and domestic, began to reach the inmates with
Bibles, religious newspapers and related literature. Churches were built on the grounds of
g
to them.
incarceration facilities,, with ppriests and ppastors assigned

A prisoner at YuN-83/3, Detachment 13 in Uglich, Yaroslavl’ Oblast’, sent this letter to a
prison ministry in St. Petersburg on 2 December 1994, asking for more religious literature
because he was forced during a transport to leave behind what he had accumulated in St.
Petersburg’s
e e sbu g s G
Gaaz Prison
so Hospital.
osp .
The YuN-83 complex opened in 1936, serving as the incarceration system for Yaroslavl’
Oblast’.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992 – Present):
“The Tuberculosis Factories.”
At the time this letter was written in 1996, Russia had the highest incarceration rate in the world,
with horrendous overcrowding. By 2000, Russian inmates had an average living space of about 60
square cm, and they were forced to take turns lying down or sitting on their bunks. Packed in like
sardines, every tenth prisoner contracted tuberculosis.

An ordinary letter mailed on 19 March 1996 by a convict at Establishment UYu-400/3, Detachment
17 in the Tula suburb of Ozernyy,
yy, to a p
prison ministryy in St. Petersburg.
g The convict,, who has been
serving a sentence since 1979, hopes upon his release to be admitted to a tuberculosis hospital, but
doubts he will survive the disease in confinement until his term is up. (In the meantime, he is a
source of infection to his fellow prisoners and the guards.)

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian
Federation Period (1992 –
Present): The “Tuberculosis
Factories.”
A criminal zek receives a TB shot through
the bars of a special enclosure.
(Picture from John Varoli’s “Crime & Punishment,”
in Russian Life, Oct.-Nov. 1999, p. 40)

These letters
mailed in late
by two inmate
Section 7 of E
lishment US-2
on Khokhry
St. at the ea
edge of St. Pe
burg. This wa
Gaaz Prison
pital, and bot
the inmates
in the Tubercul

and Surgery Department. Russia’s
prisons and camps
were
and
are
breeding grounds
for
MDR
TB
( lti l d
(multiple-drug-resistant tuberculosis. Many inmates
were released into
society while still
ill.

IX. B. Aftermath / Russian Federation Period (1992-Present):

As part of the prison reforms upon which the Russian Federation (RF) embarked after
th nationwide
the
ti
id prison
i
strike
t ik in
i November
N
b 1991,
1991 the
th GUIN (Main
(M i Prison
Pi
Ad i i t ti )
Administration)
was transferred from the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the Ministry of Justice in late
1997, coming full circle from the early 1920s. What did not change was the need for
the RF prison system to liase with the courts, archives and penal authorities in the
former republics, because the records for an inmate in Russia could now be located in
one or more sovereign states.

An adversity cover from the Coal Base at
Establishment OYu-241/17 near Murmansk to
the Korabel’nyy Rayon Commissariat in
Nikolayev, Ukraine, posted on 13 February
1998. It bears 30 rubles of postage applied
byy the incarceration facility’s
y meter-mail
machine. Founded in 1938, OYu-241 is the
administration for Murmansk Oblast’s prison
camps.
At left: reverse.

